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Justin Barrett begins this issue with an introduction to the developing field of cognitive science and some of the insights and questions it may raise for Christian faith. In the next article, Robert Sears focuses, in particular, on what cognitive science says about how we know what we know, influenced by both religious experience and social interpretation. At the center of cognitive science lies the fact that humans look for agency. This is an important defense for survival that seems to be built into us from genes to brain. If one is living in a potentially hostile territory and sees a set of stones in a creek, spaced just about right to walk across, one would do well to consider if someone placed them there. That thought alerts the perceptive to watch for friend or foe. Just as innate for human beings is to imagine how other minds are thinking. Such is essential to the understanding and cooperation of a social world that is crucial to human survival. This skill is often called a theory of mind. Human beings have, built in, these two important interests and skills: agency detection and theory of mind. When these skills reinforce each other, humans creatively suppose gods from the Roman pantheon of Zeus and Apollo to the Nordic gods of Odin, Thor, and Freya. Some cognitive scientists then claim yet a further step, that such conjunction disproves any perception of God.

The parallel conjunction of built-in interest and ability is found in the way we learn language: language that we social creatures need to survive. We have the genetically designed brain to seek patterns in sound and to interpret them as the expression of ideas. All human beings have these two predilections and skills that enable us to seek and recognize the language of others. Combining them, can we create a language of our own? Early on, my twin daughters did. But can we also recognize the existing language of others to communicate and build relationships? Yes, and we should.

Cognitive science traces out an interesting story of how these vital abilities may have developed. However, determining whether what they may be perceiving is real, is beyond the discernment of cognitive science as a discipline. The ability to imagine a new language does not mean that every experience of language is imaginary. The ability to imagine creatively the presence of another, and to theorize how that person may be thinking, does not mean that every encounter of another, and every attempt to understand them, is an imaginary construction. Cognitive science may well trace the development of capabilities that enable us to recognize and to be in right relationship with the one God revealed in Jesus Christ. This does not mean that it excludes the reality of the God who was and is and is to come. The distinction here is another instance of the difference between science and scientism. Science is most insightful and useful if it is practiced with the modest recognition of both what it achieves, and just as important, what it does not.

In our next article, Philip Senter and Jared Mackey log the increasing tension in the publications of the Creation Research Society between acknowledging genetic degeneration and still resisting the recognition of vestigial structures. Sy Garte then considers whether the evolution that we observe must be as purposeless as is often assumed.

The book review section includes a critical review of a book by Patrick Franklin, who is in charge of our PSCF book review section. It is titled Being Human, Being Church: The Significance of Theological Anthropology for Ecclesiology. While Franklin would have been scrupulously objective in passing on the reviewer’s critique, this review was neither commissioned nor edited by Franklin. Without Franklin’s involvement, the reviewer has much that is positive to say about the book. A hearty congratulations and appreciation to Patrick Franklin for such an important contribution.
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Call for Papers

Bryan C. Auday, PhD, is Professor and Chair of the Department of Psychology at Gordon College, Wenham, MA, and is also the founding director of the neuroscience program there. He recently completed, as co-medical editor, the Salem Health Magill’s Medical Guide, 7th ed., vols. 1-5 (Hackensack, NJ: Grey House, 2014).

In his essay “Loving God with All Your Mind and Alzheimer’s,” at http://www.csca.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Auday2016.pdf, Auday describes for us the latest developments and challenges from Alzheimer’s disease for the sciences, our society, and Christian faith. The essay is intended as an invitation. Readers are encouraged to take up one of the insights or questions, or maybe a related one that was not mentioned, and draft an article (typically about 5,000–8,000 words) that contributes to the conversation. These can be sent to Auday at Bryan.Auday@gordon.edu.

Auday will send the best essays on to peer review and then we will select from those for publication in an Alzheimer’s science theme issue of Perspectives on Science and Christian Faith.

The lead editorial in the December 2013 issue of PSCF outlines what the journal looks for in article contributions. For best consideration for inclusion in the theme issue, manuscripts should be received electronically before May 1, 2017.

Looking forward to hearing your perspectives,

James C. Peterson, Editor-in-chief
Justin L. Barrett

The past twenty years has seen the emergence of an interdisciplinary study of religious thought and action known as cognitive science of religion (CSR). In this article, CSR is introduced and potential connections with Christianity are highlighted. In addition to presenting CSR’s relationship with cognitive science more generally along with its brief history, common misunderstandings about CSR are addressed. The article concludes with a brief discussion of several areas that may be of particular concern to Christian audiences, including whether CSR may “explain away” religious beliefs, whether it may help provide insights concerning God’s general revelation to humans, what role it could play in helping craft a theological anthropology, and what practical implications it may have for religious education and other activities of churches.

Once participated in an academic conference on a small island in the Baltic Sea that was uninhabited except for a biological research station. It was summer and the weather was fair, so during a break I took a walk in the woods with another conference participant. He was an atheist. In an isolated part of the woods with no other humans within sight or earshot, we came upon a beautiful wooden chapel from the days when this island had been a leper colony. Perhaps two hundred years old, the chapel looked like something out of a fairytale; we just had to peek inside.

No one was in it, but it had marvelously carved pews, chancel, and pulpit. I was effervescing about how beautiful it was and noticed that my conversation partner’s voice had fallen to hushed tones once we entered the chapel. His quiet speech was particularly notable because there was obviously no one to disturb in this space. Wanting to take a better look at the pulpit, I went to climb the stairs and my companion grabbed my arm stopping me. He was evidently alarmed. Why? I was about to violate sacred space. I explained that, at least in my Christian tradition, I was perfectly entitled to examine the pulpit, but he—an atheist—was not convinced: I ought not to climb the stairs to the pulpit. To protect his sensitivities, I did not.

I share this story not to parade my own irreverence but to illustrate how even people with no religious background or commitments can have intuitions about religious places and their actions therein. Where did my friend’s intuitions come from and why were they so strong that, even with no one to witness the alleged offence, he could not raise his voice or tolerate my alleged violation of the sanctity of this place? What accounts for the apparent contradiction between my friend’s explicit beliefs concerning gods or sacredness, and his behaviors? A new scientific approach to the study of religion called the cognitive science of...

Before turning to the cognitive science of religion, I must first introduce cognitive science. Cognitive science (or the cognitive sciences) is an interdisciplinary area of study that is focused on minds. How do minds work? What does it mean to think, perceive, and know? How are human minds similar and different from animal minds or computer minds?

Cognitive science, then, overlaps substantially with psychology, but also includes contributions from anthropology, computer science (especially artificial intelligence), linguistics, neuroscience, and philosophy. Specific areas of focus within cognitive science include how we see, hear, and otherwise perceive the world around us, how we learn new things, how various memory systems work, language, problem solving, creativity, and many others.

It is easy to confuse cognitive science with neuroscience. While the two often interact and at some points overlap, they are different. As cognitive science deals with minds and thought systems, neuroscience deals with brains and nervous systems. To some ears, that might seem like a distinction without a difference. Aren’t nervous systems responsible for thinking? The distinction between minds and brains also helps distinguish between different types of research questions and answers. Consider two analogies. First, cognitive science is to neuroscience as nutrition is to gastroenterology. Suppose you want to know what you should be eating for a healthy and energetic lifestyle. The relevant information you need concerns selecting particular foods because of the nutrients they have and the nutritional needs of your body. A nutritionist is the expert you need to consult. You are not concerned with how your stomach and intestines work to extract the nutrition from your food even if that may undergird your nutritionist’s recommendations. Likewise, consider the difference between software and hardware on your computer. When you have some work to do on your computer—like creating a spreadsheet to manage home finances or designing a birthday invitation—you need expertise concerning the software. If you want to know how the operating system works, or how to use a specific program, and you called a computer helpline and were given explanations about microchips and motherboards, you would rightly be displeased. The hardware of a computer is only indirectly relevant to creating a birthday invitation on your computer. In some respects, minds are to brains as software is to hardware.

In the sixty years that cognitive science has been around, one of its greatest discoveries is that human minds process information differently depending upon what the information is used for or what it is about. For instance, we process the sight of other people’s faces differently than we do the sight of flowers or cows. Natural human languages are processed very differently than artificial languages such as binary code. We think differently about objects that are “things” that we might be about to interact with physically than we do about other objects. All of this is to say that human minds are not passive absorbers of information; rather, they actively shape and transform information as it comes in.

If this sounds very abstract and impractical, consider the fear of snakes. Humans (and other primates) tend to react dramatically to the presence of snakes. We do not just ignore them as we might a nearby crow, turtle, or squirrel. Snakes or even snake-like forms and movement command our attention. Most of us are at least a bit uncomfortable around snakes, if not absolutely terrified. Why do we so easily learn to become afraid of snakes? It turns out that human minds are naturally prepared to form fear associations with snakes and snake-like things. A garter snake and a rose may be comparably dangerous to humans, but a child only needs to see a parent respond in fear once to a garter snake and they will likely form a fear of it, whereas dozens of parental fear reactions to a rose will probably result only in the child thinking there is something wrong with the parent!

Cognitive science has shown that human minds have natural processing predilections and biases—that they are not well characterized as a single, all-purpose generic information processor like personal computers from the 1980s. Cognitive scientists...
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continue to scrap over the degree of the mind’s specialized subsystems or biases, where they come from, and how rigid they are; but the fact that the typical human has a specialized and contoured mind is certain. Human minds are not just extra powerful sparrow minds or a variation on the mind of a humpback whale. Human minds help us think and learn in specifically human ways.

With this fact in hand, a very interesting possibility presents itself: could it be that human tendencies to believe in superhuman beings such as ghosts, spirits, and gods could be in part a result of the type of minds that humans have? Might the well-documented human proclivity toward ritual be a product of the natural features of human minds?

What Is Cognitive Science of Religion (CSR)?

CSR takes insights from cognitive science and applies them to perennial questions in the study of religion. For example, what accounts for the distribution of contemporary forms of religious expression? How do we explain historical patterns of change and resiliency in religions? And what are the consequences of different types of religious expression on humans as individuals and as societies? Perhaps partial answers to these sorts of questions can be found in the ordinary functioning of human minds.

Where did CSR come from?

Though the roots of cognitive approaches to the study of religion reach back to the 1970s, the moniker “cognitive science of religion” first appeared in 2000 to describe the body of work in the 1990s and later; these studies looked at how cross-culturally recurrent features of human minds seemed to inform and constrain certain types of cultural expression that we might recognize as religious. The fundamental insight of CSR maintained that since human minds find it easier to think in some ways as opposed to others, then ideas, actions, and other types of expression that match up well with what human minds naturally do well are more likely to persist and spread to the point of being recognizably “cultural.” That is, cultural expression is not random or arbitrary but is at least partially explainable in terms of how human minds tend to work. If that is so, then the same could be argued for religious cultural expression. Explaining religious expression from this perspective becomes an exercise in trying to explain why it is that certain modes of thinking and acting that we might call “religious” are supported by the way that human minds work.

This novel approach to the study of religion has become attractive to a number of religious studies scholars because of two virtues. First, appealing to features of human minds enables the making of testable predictions and explanations concerning religious expression within and across cultures. One challenge to any study of culture is to get beyond arguing that some people groups think or act the way they do essentially because their peers and ancestors did likewise. Consider why it is that children on playgrounds believe that boys or girls have cooties. We can say that they believe in cooties because other children taught them about cooties, but why did those children believe in cooties? Because some other children believed in cooties? But why did they believe in cooties? Eventually we need to find an originator of the whole cooties question and also account for why this idea persisted, whereas other playground games and concepts disappeared. When cultural expression is explained only in terms of previous cultural expression, we quickly run into explanatory brick walls or indefinite regresses. Appealing to a noncultural factor, such as how human minds work, provides an additional and powerful explanatory tool.

The second reason that CSR has become attractive to many scholars is that it leaves aside the truth of religious commitments. Rather than a glib, “people believe in ghosts because they are real,” CSR tries to explain why people have the beliefs they do aside from whether the beliefs are true or false—sometimes called methodological agnosticism. After all, just because something is true does not mean people will believe it, and, conversely, many false ideas are widely believed. Remaining neutral with regard to the religious claims democratizes this approach to the study of religion. Believers and nonbelievers can (and do) collaborate in CSR scholarship.

What is it finding?

Probably the most important reason for the rise of CSR is neither its methodological agnosticism nor its ability to give explanations from outside cultural particulars. The most important reason is that it has
proven to be capable of making novel testable predictions and explanations.

To begin, CSR has been helpful when accounting for local and cultural particulars that are otherwise difficult to explain. To illustrate, Emma Cohen conducted ethnographic field research in the northern Brazilian city of Belém as part of her doctoral training. There she investigated the religious practices of Afro-Brazilian spiritualists who gathered together for healings and insights gleaned from episodes of spirit possession. Through her extensive observations and interviews over many months, she discovered something peculiar: the way spirit possession was described and taught by the leader of the cult-house (the pai-de-santo) was not the same as it was understood by the laity. Even though the laity affirmed the authority and the trustworthiness of their spiritual guide, and even though they were taught spirit possession from him, they did not understand spirit possession in the same way. What was taught was not the same as what was received—but why? Cohen’s ethnography and subsequent experiments, combined with appeals to other research, suggest that the explanation for spirit possession offered by the pai-de-santo is too conceptually difficult—an ill fit with how humans naturally think about the relationship between minds and bodies—for it to be easily remembered, talked about, or used to reason about their experiences.

Findings from CSR have been used to make sense of local peculiarities in religious expression from contemporary Melanesia to the Reformation in Europe, but it is probably best known for its efforts to explain broad, cross-cultural questions concerning why people generally tend to be religious throughout history and around the globe, and why some religious ideas are common while others are not. Some have regarded CSR as having promise for naturalistically “explaining religion,” an issue I take up below.

The sort of explanations CSR offers are diverse, but they generally take the form of specifying some aspect of what might be considered “religion” (e.g., belief in superhuman invisible beings, use of rituals to solve problems, belief in an afterlife), and then identifying what ordinary psychological dynamics would make humans particularly attracted to the thought behind these aspects of “religion.” If there is a conceptual system that is part of ordinary human psychology, then ideas that resonate with that conceptual system’s typical way of thinking are more likely to be entertained by individuals and eventually spread across groups than ideas that do not resonate with these conceptual systems. As an example, let us examine the belief in superhuman invisible beings (i.e., gods).

From a CSR perspective, the pervasive belief in gods that are responsible for acting on the natural world is partially explained by the apparent fact that humans have minds naturally prone to explaining features of the world in terms of the actions of minded, intentional beings. In a large body of research, Deborah Kelemen and her collaborators have shown that children in the UK, the US, Romania, and China are naturally disposed to say that animals and other natural objects are the way they are for a particular purpose or function. For instance, birds are here to look pretty and rivers are here so that we have a place to go fishing. This purpose-based reasoning is readily attached to intentional reasoning: someone must have intended the purpose. Of course, the step from thinking that animals are here for a purpose and that someone must have intended the purpose makes it very easy for children to believe that an animal is here because a god designed it for people in a certain way. More recently, Kelemen has provided evidence (from the US, Romania, and China) that these purpose-based reasoning biases persist into adulthood unless they are tamped down by formal education or another rigorous form of enculturation. Taken together, Kelemen’s work suggests that human attraction to the idea that superhuman beings may account for the way things are in the world is a result of ordinary cognitive tendencies. Why humans have such tendencies is another question that remains without consensus answers.

Though the typical emphasis in CSR is on beliefs and ideas, scholars using cognitive approaches have also attempted to account for why religious rituals have frequently recurring features across cultural settings. For instance, Pierre Liénard and Pascal Boyer have argued that a natural human cognitive-emotional system for dealing with unseen contaminants or pathogens helps drive the performance of cleansing rituals and accounts (in part) for why they are so common across cultures.
around two types: (1) those that are performed infrequently in the life of a participant, are high in sensory adornment ("bells and smells") and emotional tenor, and are potentially ritually reversible; and (2) those that are performed repeatedly, are relatively low in hoopla and emotionality, and that people would not dream of attempting to ritually undo.11

This general theme—that some combination of cross-culturally recurrent conceptual systems in human minds makes belief in gods and an afterlife and engagement in rituals relatively intuitive and attractive to people—is common in CSR even if the specific account varies. Examples of treatments include Stewart Guthrie’s *Faces in the Clouds*,12 Scott Atran’s *In Gods We Trust*,13 Robert McCauley’s *Why Religion Is Natural and Science Is Not*,14 Jesse Bering’s *The Belief Instinct*,15 and my own *Born Believers*.16

Representatively, in his book *Religion Explained*, Pascal Boyer writes that because of how human minds naturally work, “It does not require much effort to have religious beliefs” (p. 299).17

Clearing Up Some Common Misconceptions about CSR

Whether critiquing the field or participating in it (or both), it is important to recognize that, like most scientific approaches to a particular subject matter, CSR is constantly changing. At its core, it is about leveraging findings and theories from the cognitive sciences to help account for religious expression. Consequently, as the cognitive sciences change, so will CSR. Indeed, a scholar’s own particular views about cognitive science will affect his or her cognitive science of religion. Beyond the view that humans share certain core cognitive/psychological dynamics (barring pathology or developmental abnormality) and that this cognition informs and constrains the like range of religious expression, CSR has no non-negotiable commitments.

Nevertheless, because some popularizers of CSR bring to their writing their own idiosyncratic sets of assumptions and perspectives, observers of the field may think that these assumptions are foundational to CSR. This dynamic has led to an assortment of common misconceptions about CSR that I have encountered when I speak about the area or discuss it with colleagues. I shall try to remedy a few of these below.

No particular model of human minds

No solitary understanding of how human cognitive systems work holds complete sway in the cognitive sciences. For instance, some cognitive scientists regard the “mind as computer” metaphor as helpful, others reject this metaphor, and still others say that it is not a metaphor but that human minds do computations and, thus, are computers.18 Some cognitive scientists regard all thought as being fundamentally composed of sensory and behavioral experiences whereas others see minds as forming more-abstract representations that cannot be reduced to these experiences. These debates are the sort of high-level questions that get cognitive scientists out of bed in the morning, but those who study religion cannot wait until cognitive scientists all agree in order to get on with their work. Each scholar adopts the model they think best captures the available data and is most useful for their explanatory task. In this way, it would be wrong to say CSR is committed to a particular model of the mind.

CSR does not assume modularity

One contentious model of the human mind is whether or not the human mind has modules. That is, roughly, whether the mind is organized into largely independent subsystems that, once triggered, operate in isolation from each other. Cognitive scientists disagree about what modularity means, whether humans have modules, how many modules they might have, and what the relationship is between modules and specific underlying brain architecture (e.g., do “modules” require dedicated neural networks and must these neurons be in just one neighborhood in the brain?).19 Cognitive scientists of religion likewise disagree on these matters. However, they commonly construe the mind as using specific and different methods for handling at least some classes of information that are particularly important to humans. So, for instance, human faces are processed in ways that are relatively distinctive in comparison to other kinds of visual information; basic physical objects appear to trigger a host of expectations concerning their basic attributes beginning in infancy. This kind of specialized processing is frequently termed domain-specific cognition and is often conflated with modularity even though it does not require modularity in the usual sense of that term.
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**CSR does not assume materialism**

Christians and other religious observers may infer that CSR assumes humans are only physical, material beings and that human minds are ultimately reducible to the neuro-electro-chemical activities that characterize a functioning human brain. It is easy to see why it looks like CSR is committed to such a view. CSR does not (typically) bring the possibility of nonmaterial entities and factors into its causal accounts. The reason is simple: essentially all the scholarly community agrees that the physical and material properties of being human (e.g., having a body with particular biological properties, living in a material world, etc.) impinge upon how humans think and act. Even if one believes in an immaterial soul that is somehow instantiated in a body, the body (and brain) matters a lot. Since this premise is common ground, explanation building will tend to see how far it can go, just by rests on this shared foundation. It does not follow, however, that all CSR scholars reject the existence of nonmaterial realities such as gods or even nonmaterial human minds or souls. The science simply does not make use of such possibilities.

**CSR need not be evolutionary (in the usual sense)**

Though CSR has been drawing ideas from evolutionary psychology for about fifteen years, and in the past ten has begun finding points of contact with evolutionary studies of religion, cognitive approaches need not be evolutionary—at least in the typical sense. As cognitive science has increasingly sought to use evolutionary theories to explain why human minds are the way they are, CSR has likewise made reference to these evolutionary theories. Nevertheless, it is possible to take the findings of cognitive science as unexplained brute fact and apply these facts to the study of religion in much the same way that early theorists such as Lawson and Harvey Whitehouse did. They began with observations about how the human mind operates and remained largely silent about why human minds would operate that way. For instance, Whitehouse was concerned with how Melanesians remembered complex and dramatic rituals over long periods of time without written records, and found resources in the study of flashbulb memories (vivid memories of events of great personal significance even over decades) to account for these ritual performances.

Whitehouse did not have to appeal to evolution to account for why flashbulb memories are formed the way they are; he simply applied cognitive psychology to a particular anthropological question.

It is the case, however, that much of CSR uses a different sort of evolutionary approach: cultural evolution. Scholars in this area typically reason that if a religious idea or practice is going to persist and spread successfully enough that we would recognize it as “religious” and not just an oddity of a few individuals, then those religious ideas need to survive a kind of selection process. Lots of ideas bubble into human minds for lots of reasons, but we need to account for why some survive and others do not. In this sense, evolutionary thinking is used, but only as it concerns the evolution of cultural expression, and not in connection with the features of human biology.

**CSR does not assume that cultural particulars do not matter**

Because the most well-known CSR publications are books that paint broad pictures about whether religion is natural in some sense or why people believe in gods and the like, it may appear at first glance that CSR says nothing about cultural particulars or that cultural factors do not matter in religious expression. Such a characterization is demonstrably false, as already suggested above. CSR projects have long included those that try to marry cognitive predilections with local particulars. What sets CSR off from many other approaches to the study of religion and culture is its insistence that not all human expression is merely or entirely the result of the particular history or culture of specific people. To see what is locally distinctive we need to know better what is cross-culturally common. CSR is also characterized by a tendency to see how far pan-cultural psychological dynamics can go toward explaining a particular form of religious expression before appealing to local specifics.

**Why Might Christians Care?**

In my experience of presenting this research area, even a brief overview such as the one above provokes anxiety in some Christians and excitement in others. The anxiety comes from the concern that CSR is yet another in a long line of attempts to “explain away” or undercut the justification for belief in God.
or other Christian doctrinal foundations. The excitement, however, comes from seeing the possibility of scientific findings that resonate with theological notions or that may be useful for ministry. I sketch some of these possibilities below. As will be evident, this is meant as a few illustrative pointers only, toward some questions and applications that need to be explored by Christian scholars and ministry leaders.

**Explaining away?**

A cursory reading of many books and articles in the cognitive science of religion area may give the impression that CSR entails an “explaining away” of religious thought. Boyer referred to religious ideas as “airy nothing,” and Ara Norenzayan in *Big Gods* likens religion to a ladder that humanity can now kick away. Jesse Bering refers to God as “a sort of evolved blemish etched onto the core substrate of your brain.” Though it is certainly true that many scholars working in the CSR area are not theists or otherwise religious, and their disbelief can be glimpsed through their writings, it does not follow that CSR entails atheism or rejection of religious beliefs and practices.

What is fairly obvious is that having a scientific, psychological explanation for why people are inclined to believe in a god, for instance, does not by itself imply that one should not believe in a god. Undoubtedly, there is a scientific explanation to be discovered—likely an imperfect one—for why it is that certain people are inclined to believe that souls are distinct from bodies, for instance. There is also likely to be a scientific explanation for why it is that some people are inclined to believe that souls are not distinct from bodies. Whether one has (or does not have) a scientific explanation for holding a belief is independent of whether the belief is true or false. The same applies to explaining why some people believe God exists and some people believe God does not exist. To make the inference that a belief is false because it has a scientific cause—even a psychological or evolutionary cause—is to commit what philosophers call a *genetic fallacy*: even a dubious cause or origin of a belief does not necessarily mean that the belief in question is false.

To make the leap from there being a cognitive cause (or causes) that contributes to religious beliefs to the conclusion that these religious beliefs are somehow unjustified takes considerably more work than simply observing that such causes are now coming into focus. Whether or not findings and theories from CSR—particularly those concerning god-beliefs—support, challenge, or are neutral with regard to the truth, rationality, or justification of religious claims is an ongoing discussion among philosophers.

Future research could examine more specifically how such scientific findings bear upon specific religions and religious beliefs. That is, instead of trying to argue broadly whether CSR “explains away” religion, it may be more helpful to consider whether CSR theories or findings undercut or support specific beliefs such as the existence of the Abrahamic God, Chinese ancestor-spirits, or Hindu reincarnation. It would be surprising if CSR has the same implications for all religious beliefs regardless of tradition or the specific belief.

**Theological insights**

It may turn out that CSR will provide evidence that can influence how we should think about many Christian theological ideas. I offer just two related examples: revelation and human nature.

In many Christian traditions, God is regarded as revealing himself through general revelation and through special revelation—particularly through scripture. This general revelation, which is accessible to anyone, gets expressed in various ways. Perhaps God reveals something about the divine character and attributes through creation, accessible directly through the senses. Maybe reason and reflection are resources given to us to better understand God. Additionally, common human experiences and cultural expression, including mythologies and moral codes, may be part of this general revelation, providing glimpses of the God who created us all. CSR holds the potential to influence this discussion. What are the ways in which people untutored by the special revelation of the Bible tend to naturally catch glimpses of God in the natural world? Are there patterns of thought that humans naturally gravitate toward when it comes to reflecting on human purpose and values that might be gifts pointing us toward the Gospel? Which patterns in mythology and moral codes from around the world are genuine and which of them reflect something about how God might be revealing himself to all peoples? CSR
has tools and insights that might be turned to these questions.

In a related way, CSR may give us insights regarding human nature. For instance, a God-shaped void in our hearts or an inchoate sense of the divine or sensus divinitatis has been posited by theologians throughout the centuries as part of human nature. We have theological grounds for suspecting such a feature of humanity, but do we have scientific evidence? If yes, what does that evidence tell us about the properties of this sensus divinitatis, such as when it is triggered and what it delivers to us in terms of beliefs or behaviors? Whose model of the sensus divinitatis is most likely to be accurate? Kelly James Clark and I have previously suggested that CSR may provide evidence relevant to these questions, but a full treatment that will motivate new scientific and theological scholarship is yet to be done. Another question concerning human nature is the perennial theological question: What does it mean to be created in God’s image? Assuming that being capable of a loving, personal relationship with God or being able to represent God in the creation is a key component of what it means to be God’s image bearers, then CSR may contribute to discovering just what sort of conceptual equipment is related to these capacities and how they develop in humans.

Practical implications
An intellectual feast may await Christian scholars concerned with these lofty theological questions, but CSR can also be usefully harnessed in practical ways in the church. Three areas come to mind for me: religious education for children, identifying challenging teachings for adolescents and adults, and rethinking rituals.

Often when we consider how to educate children, we assume uncritically that children’s minds are amazingly pliable and that they will acquire almost any ideas, given the right motivation and instruction. Cognitive science teaches us that the story is not so simple. Children learn some things at specific points in their development more rapidly than at other times, and all of us are more naturally receptive to certain types of information over other types. That is, children are not blank slates waiting to be written upon or sponges that passively absorb their environment; they are active participants in shaping what it is that they will learn. Their learning is not determined by their will or their interest alone. The dynamics of their minds also influence what they will learn. CSR has begun applying these insights to how children’s minds handle religious ideas. So, for instance, CSR has produced evidence that thinking about God as immortal, superpowerful, and super-knowing is not as challenging to even five-year-olds as has often been assumed. How to adequately harness these natural dispositions toward learning is yet to be adequately explored, but the potential exists to greatly improve upon common current practices.

CSR has also provided tools for identifying which theological teachings are likely to be especially challenging to adolescents and adults and why. As human minds develop, they acquire characteristic intuitions and heuristics that structure the dynamics of thought, but these tendencies then also make ideas that run counter to these intuitions, that is, counterintuitive ideas, more challenging. For instance, it may be that humans naturally form in-groups and out-groups, and it is easiest for the in-group to be people who are like us in terms of manner of speech, eating practices, and other customs. Successfully internalizing the idea of loving those who do not easily and naturally appear to be “neighbors” may require extra attention, particularly by identifying the cues we naturally use to identify in-group members and learning to see these cues better in others. Likewise, the concept of undeserved forgiveness and blessings in the face of guilt, known as grace, may run against our natural sense of tit-for-tat fairness. The doctrine of grace, then, may require extra attention in teaching and discipleship in order to override natural obstacles.

One of the older areas of attention in CSR is religious rituals and other practices. Interestingly, from a disinterested “outsider” perspective, scholars such as E. Thomas Lawson, Robert McCauley, Richard Sosis, and Harvey Whitehouse have built a case for the importance of collective religious actions in drawing communities together, marking important life transitions so that members of a community recognize those transitions as divinely sanctioned, and otherwise motivating religious communities to keep interacting with their God or gods. McCauley and Lawson, for instance, observe that highly motivating rituals with enormous amounts of emotionally evocative pageantry that help people feel that God is acting in, say, uniting two people, transforming a child into an adult, or making an ordinary building
into a sacred space, are largely absent in contemporary North American Protestantism. This fact, they suggest, may be detrimental to the commitment of churchgoers to their faith.

Conclusion and Invitation

As is probably obvious, this article was not meant as an exhaustive introduction to the cognitive science of religion with well-delineated implications for Christian scholars or ministry leaders. Rather, my aim here was to present enough background on CSR to pique interest in this area. Though interest in the area on the part of Christians is growing, Christian voices remain disproportionately few in scholarship in and around CSR; progress in applying this new scientific study of religion to distinctively Christian concerns and problems remains in its infancy. My hope is that this essay will encourage other Christians to explore CSR critically but constructively in order to discover how this scholarly area may service Christ and his church.
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The Nature of Experience: Empirical Considerations and Theological Ramifications

Robert E. Sears

Recent theological writings indicate that theological conclusions are, to some extent, predicated on theologians’ understandings of experience. Furthermore, recent and contemporary theologians are not unified in their understandings. George Lindbeck recognizes this scenario in his influential work The Nature of Doctrine (2009/1984), in which he also describes two opposing ideologies as experiential-expressivism and cultural-linguistic theory. The former is ignorant of social construction and therefore claims that religious experiences are identical across cultures; the latter recognizes social construction and therefore claims that religious experiences are different across cultures. While many theologians tend toward one of these views, neither is sufficient from a perspective informed by cognitive science. In conjunction with studies of cognition, affect, and behavior, this article argues for a revised understanding of experience that recognizes the principles of mediation and degrees of cross-cultural sharing. Some implications of this revised understanding for interreligious dialogue and theology of religions will then be discussed.

A wide-ranging survey of major theological thinkers and their works from the past half century indicates that human experience figures into theological method and reflection. Catholic theologian David Tracy speaks of theological method as marrying insights from “common human experience” with the “Christian fact” (primarily scripture).¹ Karl Rahner, perhaps the most prominent Catholic theologian of the twentieth century, was heavily reliant on existential analysis of the human condition for framing his theological reflections.² George Lindbeck, a Lutheran contemporary of Rahner, has argued that one’s theological methodology must be able to “handle the anthropological, historical, and other nontheological [i.e., empirical or scientific] data better than do the alternatives” in order for it to be viable.³ More recently, Gerald McDermott and Harold Netland, both evangelical Protestants, have argued that theology of religions should take into account phenomenological analyses of the religions themselves.⁴

While there is broad agreement among recent/contemporary theologians that experience is an important source for doing theology, there is significant disagreement over the way experience is handled and generally understood. These disagreements have led to some animated debates between proponents of various methodologies who, needless to say, often vary from one another in terms of their theological and practical conclusions. One of the most visible debates over the past forty years is between so-called liberals (experiential-expressivists) and postliberals (cultural-linguistic sympathizers). Lindbeck, one of the most
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influential advocates of the postliberal tradition, has characterized the debate as follows:

The cultural-linguistic understanding of the relation between religion and experience is in direct opposition to that of experiential-expressivism. If one pictures experience as inner and religion as outer, then the outer rather than the inner is prior in the cultural-linguistic approach. Different religions are not outward manifestations of the same basic experience that underlies all of them, but, like cultures and languages, they shape the raw material of human potentialities into different, sometimes mutually exclusive, experiences of self, community, and world. What comes first is not a universal sense of ultimacy that is then diversely conceptualized and symbolized in particular religions, but rather particularity comes first and particularizes whatever it is that different religions take to be ultimate.5

While Lindbeck may be guilty of essentializing the views of complex thinkers to derive his twin categories,6 there can be little doubt that his distinction possesses some legitimacy—not to mention heuristic value. Moreover, other scholars have advocated elements of Lindbeck’s position (as opposed to rival conceptualizations) or described a similar bifurcation in theological methodology.7

This article begins with the contention that the postliberal position of Lindbeck and others captures something of importance that many scholars aligned with the liberal or experiential-expressivist position fail to appreciate sufficiently. At the same time, Lindbeck’s construal of the postliberal position contains its own problems, which result in the erroneous impression that commonality between different religious systems—and the experiences they afford—is coincidental, trivial, or lacking. Common human experience—a given for liberal theologians but generally a source of scorn for Lindbeck and other postliberals—is something that must be reclaimed and rearticulated while acknowledging postliberal concerns.

To be sure, similar sentiments can be found in the works of theologians other than Lindbeck who likewise claim to reject theological liberalism. David Tracy (who Lindbeck actually considers to be a liberal theologian) accepts common human experience in tension with the fact that human selves are profoundly influenced by particular relationships and circumstances.8 William Placher, an avowed postliberal who feels indebted to Lindbeck, wants to carve out space for a position between natural theology and fideism—which are associated with universal and relativistic experiencing, respectively.9 Similarly, McDermott and Netland seek to defend “the particularity of Christian revelation and the uniqueness of Christian spirituality” while upholding natural theology.10 Although each of these proposals may belong to the same genus (with regard to intent), the rationales and particular conclusions differ from one another. So it is that my proposal shares similar concerns with these authors but proceeds with a distinctive line of argument.11

In brief, I will make the case for a revised experientialist perspective (as opposed to the experiential-expressivist or cultural-linguistic paradigms), which draws its theoretical underpinnings from cognitive science and is supported by empirical analysis. This perspective claims that while culturally/religiously distinct people do not have identical experiences, they can have very similar experiences on account of shared humanity and environmental conditions, which ground cultural and religious systems.

The following section builds a case for the revised experientialist position contra experiential-expressivist and cultural-linguistic paradigms by examining studies of human cognition, affect, and behavior. In doing so, it likewise prepares the stage for a brief discussion of theological implications at the end. Although the empirical study of experience—and religious experience in particular—is ripe for theological reflection, a word of caution is in order. Many pertinent theological issues are matters of speculation that resist definitive adjudication through empirical analysis. Still, the revised experientialist position offers a better starting point for theological reflection than either the cultural-linguistic or experiential-expressivist paradigms.

“Experience” according to Liberalism and Postliberalism: Critique and Synthesis

There are four basic principles to keep in mind during the following discussion of experience. First, experiences are undergone. In other words, an experience is something that happens to a person.
Psychologically speaking, an experience consists of mental (e.g., cognitive, affective, sense perceptive) and/or behavioral activity. Second, experiences are “roughly datable.” In other words, they typically have a beginning and end, although these might not be so clearly defined. Third, experiences have a source. Source characteristics affect a person’s cognitive, affective, and/or behavioral terms. For instance, an individual with normal vision and one with red-green color blindness may have different experiences of seeing a “red” apple. According to this example, both experiences have the same source, but they differ in cognitive terms. Similarly, American and Chinese individuals may have different experiences of a dragon after being asked to think about one, due to the fact that they have undergone different socialization processes that (generally) equip them with beliefs about dragons as being evil or lucky, respectively.

By and large, the liberal position discussed above fails to acknowledge the fact that individuals possess different aptitudes/characteristics that can affect experiential processing. This recognition is a postliberal, that is, cultural-linguistic, achievement. Liberals (experiential-expressivists) have argued that separate persons faced with same/similar stimuli will have the same experience but (perhaps) interpret it differently. The problem with the conventional liberal view is that it is markedly ignorant about the ways that humans receive and process information. In perceiving physical stimuli or thinking about a particular subject, for example, the mind-brain is involved. Unless separate humans were to have identical minds/brains, their experiences could not be the same even though the same stimulus was present. In short, all experiences are mediated.

Furthermore, experiences are interpreted. People react to discrete experiences with cognitive, affective, or behavioral activity. This reaction to a given experience constitutes an interpretation. Interpretations are like secondary experiences because they also involve cognitive, affective, or behavioral activity. Due to this similarity and the fact that interpretations naturally follow experiences, differentiating between interpretation and experience can be difficult or even idiosyncratic. Furthermore, some postliberal scholars will claim that all experiences “come interpreted,” by which they mean “mediated” by the individual’s prior psychological resources (see above).

Although postliberal scholars were correct in claiming that all experiences are mediated, this claim has been the subject of unfortunate and insufficient framing attempts that leave the impression that different people necessarily have different—rather than similar—experiences when they are faced with the same or similar stimuli. There are at least two problems with postliberal theory—a la Lindbeck, in particular—that lead to this impression. First, postliberals like Lindbeck narrowly focus on culture, language, and religion as the main “ingredients” that shape people’s minds. Hence, Lindbeck and his sympathizers use the phrase “cultural-linguistic” to describe their methodology. Furthermore, they have tended to view cultures, languages, and religions in their totality, which consequently highlights their distinctiveness. Second, Lindbeck, in particular, has assumed that the mind is essentially “raw material” to begin with. Given these presuppositions, it is not surprising to find postliberals, such as Lindbeck, ignoring experiential similarities or assuming them to be coincidental or trivial.

While postliberals are correct in an absolute sense—different people have different experiences—the amount of similarity between people’s experiences can be striking. In fact, some accounts of experience across cultures/religions are so similar that it is nearly impossible to detect a meaningful difference (see below). Thus, the liberal leaning toward experiential similarity must be recovered without losing the postliberal emphasis on mediated experience. The revised experientialist position does both by relying on basic assumptions of cognitive science.

In brief, cognitive scientists assume that the mind-brain (1) is shaped by environmental conditions and (2) possesses a generic structure as well as inherent (e.g., genetic) predilections and limitations. The second assumption contradicts the postliberal notion of the mind as “raw material.” Humans possess certain basic capacities and potentialities by virtue of being human. The first assumption posits a broader reality than culture (or “culture on the ground”) as the basis of psychological conditioning.
in which humans find themselves share many general properties without necessarily being identical.

If each of these assumptions is correct, we should expect to find quite similar cross-cultural experiences in the areas of cognition, affect, and behavior. Each of the following sections dealing with these areas will bear out our expectations. By relying so directly upon empirical findings from the social sciences, my methodology can be distinguished from those typically grounding experiential-expressivist or cultural-linguistic ideologies (of which, the former are more often indebted to metaphysics and existentialism, while the latter generally rely on philosophy of language and epistemology). Furthermore, the following review of cognition, affect, and behavior studies will deepen our understanding of religious experience, in particular, and ground a brief discussion of theological issues associated with the nature of religious experience.

**Cognition**

Despite some variations among the environments where people live, there are a host of environmental aspects that remain constant for all human communities. For example, all of them contain living and nonliving things. These things behave according to generic laws or principles. Nonliving things such as rocks are inert and will not move unless some external force is applied to them, whereas animals (a special class of living things) are self-propelled. Understandings such as these are not limited to any one cultural group but appear to be recognized universally on account of environmental similarity in the places where people develop. Cognitive scientists have documented a compendium of common human beliefs/understandings that apply to natural and supernatural/spiritual things. This strongly suggests that people from various cultural backgrounds have many of the same types of experiences—these experiences generate the beliefs in the first place.

With regard to cultural variation, cognitive scientists are not in doubt. Humans possess cultural knowledge (knowledge particular to one or a few cultural groups) in addition to more general knowledge about things. While it is important to acknowledge culturally diverse forms of knowledge and related experience, it is at least equally important to recognize that cultural diversity occurs within a broader context of environmental similarity. Hence, at the same time as persons from one culture are developing knowledge specific to their culture, they are also forming beliefs/ideas that people from other cultural backgrounds will develop as well.

Furthermore, many seemingly distinct cultural concepts or beliefs make use of more general ones. God concepts provide a good example to consider. There are a variety of God concepts, such as Jesus, Shiva, Allah, and Yahweh, and each of these has representations that differ between individuals and groups. Although each of these “concepts” is distinct—for example, Jesus is distinct from Shiva and one person’s Jesus is distinct from another person’s Jesus—they are predicated on many, but not all, of the same principles. Thus, each of the aforementioned God concepts and their individualized representations refer to minimally counterintuitive intentional agents possessing strategic information. These and other similarities between distinct God concepts are again supportive of common human experiencing. Whether an individual thinks of Jesus or Shiva, his or her experience would likely entail many of the same cognitive notes.

Additionally, it is evident that the same types of phenomena facilitate thinking about God concepts across cultures. For example, both Christians and Hindus tend to think of divine agents if they encounter some type of anomalous event such as dream fulfillment. The fact that the same type of event is implicated in the cognitive activities of both persons further suggests that the total experiences of both persons are similar in this case.

In short, cross-cultural studies of cognition show that some beliefs are widely dispersed and triggered by characteristic phenomena. Shared beliefs are not necessarily superficial commonalities; rather, they can provide the basic scaffolding for more complex/speciﬁc cultural ideas. Thus, two individuals might have separate experiences—invoking distinct cultural concepts—that nonetheless overlap in fundamental ways. At base, the presence of cross-cultural beliefs suggests that diverse persons sometimes have similar experiences.

**Affect**

Affect, or feeling, represents another crucial aspect of experience. Empirical (non-anthropological) investigations of affect generally suggest that affect is
more similar than different cross-culturally.\textsuperscript{35} In one study, for example, Jeanne Tsai and her colleagues asked European and Hmong American participants to “relive past episodes of intense happiness, pride, love, anger, disgust, and sadness.”\textsuperscript{36} While the observed behavior in relation to a particular prompt sometimes differed between groups, the electrodermal responses were “strikingly similar.”\textsuperscript{37} The latter finding suggests that the two groups were essentially having the same affective experiences, whereas the former may suggest that they had developed different means of interpreting their experiences.\textsuperscript{38}

Tsai has since developed the concepts of “actual” and “ideal” affect.\textsuperscript{39} Actual affect refers to what persons actually feel in the moment of experience, whereas ideal affect refers to what persons want to experience and provides a way of interpreting what they do, in fact, experience.\textsuperscript{40} Tsai and her colleagues claim that “culture shapes ideal affect more than actual affect.”\textsuperscript{41} It is important to note that in making this statement these researchers do not deny the possibility of some cultural shaping of actual affect. At the same time, they do not want to lessen the fact that feelings tend to have a great degree of overlap between cultures, such that it is possible to speak of generic affective traits such as love, anger, disgust, and others.

In some ways, the conclusions of Tsai and her colleagues fail to compute with either the experiential-expressivist or cultural-linguistic models of experience. On the one hand, a rigid experiential-expressivist model—which assumes cross-cultural invariance at the level of pre-reflective experience—is rebuffed by the likelihood of subtle qualitative differences in original affect.\textsuperscript{42} On the other hand, a rigid cultural-linguistic model fails to appreciate the profound degree of similarity.\textsuperscript{43} The revised experientialist model handles the actual state of affairs better than either of these models by forthrightly claiming that human emotional states are generalizable on account of common human conditioning while being susceptible to limited modification as a consequence of cultural, linguistic, or religious peculiarities. By and large, then, the basic notes of affective experience remain the same for diverse persons, but they probably differ in precise tone.

\textbf{Mystical Experience}

If the above model of affective development and differentiation is legitimate, then one would expect it to apply to mystical experience—or “mystical states of consciousness”—which, as William James has noted, are “more like states of feeling than like states of intellect.”\textsuperscript{44} Despite individual conceptualizations, there seems to be broad scholarly consensus that mystical experience is a kind of “peak” religious experience, with characteristics analogous to the experience of salvation as described by various religious traditions.\textsuperscript{45} In line with our previous discussion, however, scholars and theologians are divided as to the degree of cross-religious similarity. On one end are those who support or otherwise imply that mystical experience is uniform across religious groups (religion may yield differences in interpretation but not experience), while the opposite end consists of those who argue that mystical experience differs for different individuals and groups.\textsuperscript{46} For theologians and religious scholars, the payoff for each of these conclusions rests in the relative uniqueness of individual religious traditions as well as the implied reference/source of the experiences themselves (see below).

As noted above, all experiences are mediated by the mind-brain. Mystical experience is a good case in point: several studies have linked distinctive neurological activity to putative mystical experience.\textsuperscript{47} While the neurological mediation of experience problematizes extreme conceptualizations of experiential uniformity, research on diverse religious adherents attaining mystical or peak consciousness suggests that many of the same brain regions and patterns of activity are operative across individuals and groups.\textsuperscript{48} These studies provide one line of evidence that different religious persons can have similar religious experiences but refer to them by different names.

Other lines of evidence that support the same conclusion derive from phenomenological and psychological analyses of mystical experience. While there are various phenomenological analyses of mystical experience, one of the most influential has been that of Walter Terence Stace.\textsuperscript{49} Based on analysis of “mystical” or “peak” experience reports from separate religious adherents, Stace systematically identified several characteristics common to these individuals and traditions. These include positive affect (e.g., joy, peace), religious affect (e.g., sacredness, awe), noesis, ineffability, timelessness/spacelessness, ego loss, inner subjectivity (the sense
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of life in nonliving/non-agential things), and unity with something(s) beyond the self.50 Furthermore, Stace claimed to discern two “species” within a single mystical “genus.”51 The genus is defined by oneness/unity whereas the species correspond to the ways in which that oneness/unity is realized. Introvertive mysticism refers especially to a unitary consciousness whereas extrovertive mysticism corresponds with a feeling of oneness/unity with things outside the self.52 Each of these experiential “species,” according to Stace, has precedence in each of the world’s major religious traditions and communities, although it may be the case that some traditions stress one type over another.53 Ultimately, Stace was compelled to conclude that the evidence for unanimity of mystical experience across religiocultural boundaries was quite strong indeed. According to him, any differences between individual/community ways of describing the experience or attributing meaning to it were due to secondary interpretation upon what is a primary, unreflected (i.e., not culturally mediated) experience.54

Empirically speaking, there is fairly strong support for Stace’s phenomenological deductions. Ralph Hood and his colleagues have operationalized each of Stace’s eight categories for survey research. To date, the resultant M Scale has been tested among Christians, Hindus, Buddhists, Muslims, and Jews (hailing from various sects and geographical locations).55 Responses to the scale in each of the test sites indicate that each of the eight characteristics resonates with the experiences of the local population as a whole. Furthermore, group response rates are similar, according to studies that sought to compare two or more religious populations. Additionally, participants in one non-Western study were interviewed with the survey items to see whether they were applicable to real experiences.56 The results were affirmative, providing further construct validity for each of Stace’s eight characteristics. All of the above suggests that Stace’s basic characteristics of mystical experience are generally applicable.

Cross-cultural investigations of the M Scale have also been factor analyzed.57 Typically, these analyses reveal three factors. Two of these factors generally contain traits that suggest introvertive or extrovertive classification, while a third factor contains additional traits, usually classified under the rubric of “interpretation.” In other words, different religious communities tend to associate the components of their mystical experiences in same or similar ways.

So what can we conclude from this empirical investigation? At a minimum, we should conclude that a set of largely affective constructs/characteristics applies more or less equally to the extraordinary experiences of people from various backgrounds. In addition, these characteristics seem to possess logical interrelationships mostly independent of cultural/religious influence. At both trait and factor levels, mystical experience appears to be similar across religiocultural groups. Based on this analysis, I will, however, stop short of claiming that mystical experiences are entirely the same. After all, some differences in the results of factor analysis have been documented, and it remains possible that the same trait could refer to qualitatively different—albeit related—feelings. There might also be other unexplored or trivialized aspects of mystical experience that are present in the experiences of one group and entirely or largely absent from the experiences of others.

Ultimately, this brief foray into mystical experience is consistent with what I have argued in the prior section on “Affect.” The basic notes of mystical experience—like other forms of affect—transcend cultural/religious shaping of mystical experience, it does suggest that mystical experience can be “shared” to a broad degree—a finding of interest to psychologists and anthropologists as well as theologians.58 Theologians are eminently concerned with the (metaphysical) source of mystical experience. As to whether mystical experiences of different religious persons point to the same source, I will offer a few related considerations in the section on “Theology of Religions.” In anticipation of that discussion, it is prudent to note that the plausibility of separate religious persons reacting to the same source rises with the extent of similar or seemingly identical experiential characteristics. Valid assessment of the latter is made possible by the detail of comparative findings and analysis. The just-reviewed research on mystical experience across religions certainly does not negate the possibility of a single metaphysical ground for such, but it does not confirm the possibility beyond all reasonable questioning either.
Behavior

In conjunction with previous investigations of cognition and affect, the following brief examination of behavior supports the notion that experience can be shared across cultural and religious groups. As noted above, behavior can be seen as a kind of interpretation of affective experience stemming from the mind-brain. However, behavior can also be viewed as a kind of embodied experience in itself. Regardless, evidence of similar behaviors across people groups is highly suggestive of the notion that their experiences share much in common.

With regard to putatively religious behaviors, anthropologists have noted cross-cultural/religious similarities especially with regard to glossolalia and possession. Striking from my perspective as a charismatic-leaning Christian are several descriptions of ecstatic behavior from writers of Hindu sects. For example, Rupa Gosvami, a sixteenth-century Gaudiya Vaishnavite, describes the types of behavior often manifested by those enthralled with Krishna as “dancing, rolling around, singing, crying out, contorting the body, roaring like an animal, yawning, panting, disregarding worldly people, salivating, laughing loudly, shaking, and hiccupping.” Several centuries earlier, a Shaivite text, The Kaula Ocean of Waves, lists the following behaviors typical of the experience of spiritual power: “spontaneous laughter […] horripilation, ‘paralysis,’ convulsion, acting as if drunk.” In the mid-twentieth century, a treatise by Swami Visnu Tirtha echoes several of the aforementioned behavioral signs in its description of activated kundalini:

Your body begins trembling, hair stand on roots, you laugh or begin to weep without your wishing, your tongue begins to utter deformed sounds […] your speech begins to utter sounds like those of animals, birds and frogs or of a lion … you feel intoxicated without taking any drug.

Many of these signs endemic to Hindu religious experience would not be uncommon at a modern Pentecostal revival. For example, a 1990s revival at the Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship (formerly Toronto Airport Vineyard) witnessed the following behaviors among its participants: spontaneous “holy laughter,” “being drunk in the Spirit,” “roaring like a lion,” “weeping,” “shaking,” “dancing,” and “speaking in tongues.” The similarity in terms/behavior between the Christian and Hindu accounts is impossible to miss. Hence, it is tempting to conclude that the overall experiences represented by these behaviors would be largely the same. In other words, cross-cultural accounts of behavior suggest that certain general forms of religious experience transcend demographic boundaries.

Summary

The foregoing review of cognition, affect, and behavior shows that individuals sometimes have quite similar (religious) experiences despite belonging to different cultural, religious, and linguistic groups. Nevertheless, cross-cultural analysis of experience can uncover salient features belonging to one or another group. Even highly similar cross-cultural experiences are probably not identical, due to differences between the minds of the people processing them. Altogether, this state of affairs challenges the prevailing experiential-expressivist and cultural-linguistic models of experience, while lending support to the revised experientialist paradigm.

Contra experiential-expressivism, the revised experientialist position claims that all experiences are mediated. Contra the cultural-linguistic model, the revised experientialist position asserts that the mind is influenced by common human and environmental conditions. Put another way, the mind is not raw material to begin with, and culture, language, and religion are insufficient variables to explain how minds are shaped. Lindbeck, a prominent supporter of the cultural-linguistic paradigm, has argued that one’s theological methodology must be able to “handle the anthropological, historical, and other nontheological data better than do the alternatives” in order for it to be viable. If that is the case, then a revised experientialist paradigm ought to be the basis for theological reflection instead of the cultural-linguistic or experiential-expressivist options.

Implications

As stated earlier, liberal (experiential-expressivist) and postliberal (cultural-linguistic) understandings of experience seem to be correlated with different positions on topics of theological interest. I will briefly address two of these topics—interreligious dialogue and the theology of religions—and the way(s) in which our revised understanding of religious experience may impact discussions concerning these. With regard to interreligious dialogue, our revised experientialist understanding clarifies the
basis of shared assumptions (which underwrite the possibility of mutual intelligibility) while being consistent with a basic understanding of natural revelation. With regard to theology of religions, I discuss how the revised experientialist understanding offers rationale for a more cautious theological approach such as that being demonstrated under the relatively new discipline of comparative theology. In addition, I suggest how the revised experientialist understanding offers a corrective to cultural-linguistic ways of thinking about the Trinity and salvation. In line with these discussions, I will also address the crucial issue of discerning a metaphysical ground for religious experiences.

Interreligious Dialogue
Critics of the postliberal school of thought—and to some degree Lindbeck himself—have noted that the cultural-linguistic perspective provides a weak rationale for interreligious dialogue. In essence, this perspective begets a concern that experience (and the knowledge thereby gained) is radically contextual and therefore cross-religious discussion is not likely to entail common understanding or agreement. Thus, instead of bringing religions together in a way that would potentially enhance mutual respect, interreligious dialogue may fail in this regard and perhaps even lead to increased suspicion of the other.

Although radical sectarianism may be more of a temptation for those who favor cultural-linguistic theory as opposed to experiential-expressivism, actual proponents of cultural-linguistic theory are somewhat less radical than their critics often make them out to be. Despite the fact that Lindbeck is committed to anti-foundationalism and the religions-as-language-games analogy, he briefly affirms “universal norms of reasonableness.” In a somewhat similar vein, Placher claims that different religions share assumptions. Given this state of affairs, dialogue could lead to some degree of agreement and understanding between religious persons. Unfortunately, Lindbeck and Placher do not sufficiently articulate how distinct religious persons might come to possess the same norms of reasonableness. In fact, it is difficult to see how the cultural-linguistic paradigm could support this state of affairs given its rather closed understandings of culture, language, and religion.

The basic assumptions of the revised experientialist perspective help explain what Lindbeck and others want to affirm, namely, shared beliefs/norms of reasonableness. To reiterate, common genetic and environmental conditions persist in spite of cultural, religious, or linguistic difference. Hence, persons develop many of the same beliefs/norms of reasonableness. Some of the beliefs that people share seem to undergird more particular religious beliefs and/or be joined together in systems with such beliefs. Thus, even conversations regarding particular elements of a belief system may involve or imply more-generally accepted beliefs. As a consequence, different religious persons can describe their beliefs or reasons for a particular kind of stance or behavior and find that they share elements in common. Furthermore, after finding that they share elements in common, participants of interreligious dialogue may be challenged to reconsider the efficacy, necessity, or reasonability of their belief structures. This could lead to epistemic change or conversion. After all, “if someone who shares my basic beliefs is able to believe that, why shouldn’t I as well?”

In short, the problem with cultural-linguistic theory vis-à-vis interreligious dialogue is that it fails to specify how persons affiliated with distinct cultures and religions might be able to share assumptions. Simply stating the fact that people “happen” to share assumptions begs the question as to why they share assumptions in the first place. The revised experientialist theory provides an answer. Again, common genetic and environmental conditions persist in spite of cultural, religious, or linguistic difference. With regard to the environment in particular, there are near-universal elements present in the various places where people live in addition to elements with a more limited or fixed distribution. Thus, even though people live in separate environments, there are elements from those environments that will overlap and provide grounding for shared beliefs. Religions—or religious belief systems—are not entirely closed off from one another because they are shaped by environmental conditions that they have in common.

Before transitioning, it seems pertinent to offer a brief theological commentary on some of the issues that have been raised in this section. From a perspective that claims Christians generally possess a plurality of divine truth, the presence of shared beliefs between
Christian and non-Christian religious traditions/communities suggests that the latter possess some of that truth or “ray[s] of that truth.” Additionally, the observation that shared beliefs are the product of common environmental features bridging Christian and non-Christian communities is consistent with a basic understanding of natural revelation provided that nature is not simply understood as “the great outdoors” but instead as everything that surrounds the individual. Furthermore, the fact that Christians and non-Christians do not share all of the same beliefs (when it comes to God or Reality or what-not) accords with the idea that generally available revelation from nature fails to provide a complete or sufficient understanding of God. To acquire the latter, one must be exposed to special revelatory conditions, which, from a Christian perspective, would be unique characteristics of the Christian community as a sociological whole. Interreligious dialogue between Christians and non-Christians would expose the latter to some of that additional revelation, but momentary encounters with Christians would generally have less of an effect on one’s belief system than prolonged participation within the Christian community.

Theology of Religions

Earlier discussions noted stark differences between experiential-expressivist and cultural-linguistic theologians. The former generally assume that peak or fundamental religious experiences of different religious persons are essentially the same. The latter claim that religious experiences are always mediated by individuals who have been shaped by the particulars of their communities. Implicit within this cultural-linguistic perspective is an expectation for difference at the level of experience. While technically legitimate, the expectation can lead to simply writing off separate experiences as different without dutifully examining them for commonality (see below). As I have endeavored to show, there are good theoretical and empirical reasons for expecting some commonality between religious communities regarding the experiences of their members. This, I hope, would encourage theologians to spend more effort on initial comparison of religious experiences in anticipation of theological reflection. In fact, the relatively new discipline of comparative theology stresses this need for thick description and analysis of divergent religious practices and experiences.

This discipline represents an important development within theology of religions, although—in conjunction with some of its sympathetic critics—I hope it will come to include more ethnographic and psychological comparisons to balance out its major reliance on religious texts at present.

With regard to cultural-linguistic theory and the theology of religions, Mark Heim has produced some of the most provocative and influential work. In true cultural-linguistic fashion, Heim asserts that different religious persons have different religious experiences by virtue of distinctive sociocultural influences. More provocatively, Heim argues that communally distinct religious experiences have eschatological variants; in other words, differential religious socialization yields different experiences for Christians, Buddhists, Hindus, et cetera in the present life and in the life to come. The experiences of Christians, Buddhists, and others in the life to come represents a fulfillment of their religious values and aspirations, which have a similar—although less dramatic—effect on the experiences of such people at present. To account for experiential differences between the religions theologically, Heim relies on Trinitarian concepts. Thus, different religious experiences are the product of different relationships with the Trinity and its interrelationships. Different religions afford their adherents different relationships with the Trinity.

Although Heim’s proposal has been widely regarded as ingenious (albeit speculative), I have a few concerns. First, detailed empirical comparisons of religious experience are simply lacking in Heim’s work, although there are some fairly rudimentary comparisons of religious experience/“salvation” experience that appear to be based on scriptural sources. Like other cultural-linguistic theologians, Heim says that interreligious difference vis-à-vis religious experience is “plainly to be observed,” thus eliminating the need for detailed comparison and evaluation of commonality. Had Heim engaged in extensive comparisons of religious experience, he may have altered his depiction of the Trinity. His insistence on interreligious difference results in a depiction that emphasizes uniqueness among the members of the Trinity and their relations to one another. As we have seen, however, commonality between religious experiences can be broad and impressive. If Heim had taken this into consideration.
when describing the Trinity, the final description ought to have placed greater emphasis on oneness/unity, which, coincidentally, would have made it more consistent with orthodox Trinitarianism.\(^8\)

In spite of this first critique, I wonder why one should assume that religious experiences of non-Christians, in particular, are grounded in the Trinity? Although the probability of a single divine entity/reality grounding the religious experiences of diverse persons seems to rise with the extent of shared experiential features, there are biblical and analytical considerations that suggest caution before claiming a single source for cross-cultural experience. For example, the New Testament claims that Satan disguises himself as an angel of light (2 Cor. 11:14). Although cryptic, the idea seems to suggest that separate spiritual entities can be mistaken as a single entity. Additionally, portions of the Old Testament seem to support a henotheistic kind of worldview.\(^8\) According to this view, there are multiple divine entities, including one—Yahweh, the God of the Israelites—who far surpasses the rest. Even though Yahweh is exceptional, the fact remains that there are additional entities whose qualities are similar enough to Yahweh that they are likewise regarded/apprehended as gods. According to this view from scripture, it would seem that multiple entities are capable of eliciting comparable religious experiences. Thus, separate cases of “roaring like a lion,” irrepressible laughter, feelings of drunkenness, and others could be the product of separate spiritual entities/sources, which is implied by the unique interpretations that Christians and Hindus give to these events. Again, however, these separate spiritual entities/sources would need to possess sufficiently similar characteristics in order for their effects on humans to be generally consistent.

In truth, this alternative view that I have been describing is not very common among contemporary theologians and stands in need of further elaboration.\(^8\) Seemingly more common among theologians—whether they ascribe to cultural-linguistic or experiential-expressivist methodologies—is the idea that one God is responsible for the experiences of diverse people.\(^8\) Neither of these ideas need be mutually exclusive, however. Some religious experiences attributed to separate entities may derive from the same entity, while others derive from separate entities. Furthermore, there is a possibility that both ideas are wrong—religious/mystical experiences are purely the product of human potential and natural stimuli.\(^8\) Religious/mystical experiences purported to be about God(s) may have evidential force in arguments for the existence of such entities, but the existence of such cannot ultimately be proven.\(^8\)

While a variety of issues are germane to theology of religions, much of the discussion historically has concerned the issue of salvation. In particular, the following question engenders debate among Christians: will non-Christians be saved? Working from the perspective that salvation is a kind of experience, prominent cultural-linguistic theologians have argued “no.”\(^8\) Consistent with their views about the cultural/religious shaping of experience, these authors argue that if salvation is something that Christians experience, one must be Christian to experience it. Still, non-Christians might have other eschatological experiences that are variously blessed, but these will differ in quality from the Christian experience; hence, non-Christians cannot be considered “saved” in the Christian sense.\(^8\)

I will finish this discussion with a few comments in regard to the cultural-linguistic understanding of salvation. Assuming, as we have argued, that people are indeed shaped by culture, language, religion, and a host of other particularizing factors, it is certainly possible that eschatological experiences (e.g., “salvation”) will be different for everyone. This possibility applies to Christians as well, since each individual Christian is unique. It may be that all Christians will experience something that, at the end of days, non-Christians do not; and yet, even among Christians, qualitative experiential differences could persist as long as their individual personhoods remain intact.

Still, one has to wonder whether differences between Christians and others with regard to their (possible) eschatological experiences of the Blessed are really significant. Our previous survey of religious experiences suggests that people of disparate backgrounds can have experiences that are overwhelmingly similar or basically the same. Logically speaking, this situation seems to occur when disparate peoples encounter the same object or separate objects that are similar. Experiencing God in his eschatological splendor could be basically the same for anyone who has the good grace to be placed in some sort of direct relationship with God at the end of days.\(^8\) Ultimately, this statement points to grace as the essential entryway to salvation or to a salvation-
like experience. The major determiner of the quality of one’s eschatological experience seems not to be personal background; rather, it is God’s presence—and God can (arguably) choose those to whom he will make himself known. Perhaps God looks on Christians with special favor in meting out eschatological scenarios. And yet, perhaps God will choose to make himself known to non-Christians in the same way he makes himself known to Christians. Although God’s selection process is shrouded in mystery, we can be fairly confident that those given the same degree of access to God will have very similar experiences, regardless of their past choices and religious conditioning.
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The Evolution of Creation Science, Part 1: Vestigial Structures and Biological Degeneration

Philip J. Senter and Jared J. Mackey

Creation science (CS) is a discipline in which evidence is sought to support a literal interpretation of the opening chapters of Genesis. Its technical literature has existed since the 1960s, long enough to test for the presence of temporal trends in attitudes toward and stances on specific topics. Here, we present a study of trends over the past fifty years regarding two topics: vestigial structures as understood by mainstream biologists, and biological degeneration as it is understood within the CS paradigm. Perplexingly, through half a century, CS authors have maintained a general consensus that all “created kinds” of organisms have undergone degenerative changes, and they have simultaneously maintained a general consensus that vestigial biological structures do not exist. Because the claim for biological degeneration implies the existence of vestigial structures, CS authors’ denial of their existence is incongruous.

According to the young-earth creationist (YEC) worldview, the earth and all kinds of organisms were independently created about 6,000 years ago, as described in the book of Genesis. This worldview is widespread in North America and Europe, despite the teaching of evolution in public schools and despite the biblical injunction against taking Genesis and the rest of the Pentateuch literally. It is unpopular among mainstream scientists, most of whom accept the physical evidence that the earth is billions of years old and that all organisms evolved from a common ancestor. Nevertheless, long before Darwin wrote On the Origin of Species, advocates of the YEC school of thought were already challenging the ideas of biological evolution and an old earth.

Such challenges continued through the twentieth century, and in 1961, two of those advocates, John Whitcomb and Henry Morris, produced a best seller, The Genesis Flood, which interpreted the geologic record according to the Genesis account of Noah’s flood. The arguments in the book are spurious, and point-by-point refutations have been published. However, the book’s popularity galvanized a movement that began at about the same time with the establishment of the Creation Research Society (in the founding of which Whitcomb and Morris were involved) and which has come to be called creation science.

Creation science (hereafter abbreviated CS for concision) is a discipline in which extrabiblical support for the Genesis account in its literal sense is sought. CS practitioners publish their studies in peer-reviewed technical journals that accept only manuscripts that concur with a literal interpretation of Genesis. These journals form the core data source for
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today’s anti-evolution movement in North America and other English-speaking areas. Information from the technical journals of CS is fed into the anti-evolution movement’s popular, nontechnical publications, which make frequent references to studies published in such journals. 

A list of the technical journals of CS follows below, with the name of each journal followed in parentheses by the abbreviation used for its name in the endnotes.

In 1964 the Creation Research Society launched the earliest such journal, *Creation Research Society Quarterly* (CRSQ), which is still issued quarterly today. The first issue of each volume was titled *Creation Research Society Annual* (CRSA) until volume 7 in 1970. In 1974 the Geoscience Research Institute, a Seventh-Day Adventist organization, launched the biannual journal *Origins*, which ceased publication after volume 63 in 2008. In 1984, the Creation Science Foundation launched the journal *Ex Nihilo Technical Journal* (ENTJ), which was renamed *Creation Ex Nihilo Technical Journal* (CENTJ) in 1991, then *TJ* in 2001, and then *Journal of Creation* (JC) in 2006, under which name it is currently published. The journal was first published annually. It became biannual in 1991 and triannual in 1996. The Baraminological Study Group launched *Occasional Papers of the Baraminology Study Group* (OPBSG) in 2002. Its last issue was published in 2010, whereupon it was succeeded by the *Journal of Creation Theology and Science, Series B: Life Sciences* (JCTS), published by the Creation Biology Society. In 2005 the Center for Origins Research launched the occasional journal *CORE Issues in Creation*. In 2008 Answers in Genesis launched the online, open-access journal *Answers Research Journal* (ARJ). In addition to these journals, the technical literature of CS continues within the *Proceedings* volumes of the International Conference on Creation series. The conferences are organized by the Creation Science Fellowship in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The first took place in 1986, and the seventh and latest in 2013.

The corpus of CS technical literature has now become large and long-lived enough to test for the presence of temporal trends in positions on specific topics. Here we present a study of such trends in two interrelated topics: the topic of vestigial biological structures as such structures are understood by evolutionary biologists, and the topic of biological degeneration as it is understood by CS authors. Vestigial biological structures, as they are understood by evolutionary biologists, are structures that have become greatly reduced in function and often in size, in comparison to their ancestral homologs. Examples include the eyes of blind cave fishes and blind cave salamanders, the diminutive hindlimbs of pythons, and the miniscule hindlimbs of baleen whales. Most structures that evolutionary biologists recognize as vestigial retain a minor function of some kind, but usually the term “vestigial” is applied only if at least one major ancestral function has been lost—for example, the ability to form an image, in the case of the eyes of blind cave vertebrates. The existence of vestigial structures is often denied in CS technical literature, but in some cases their existence is acknowledged. CS literature addresses the vestigiality not only of morphological structures but also of genes and other molecular entities such as chemical pathways.

The topic of biological degeneration as it is understood by CS authors bears some resemblance to mainstream science’s concept of vestigialization, but there are important differences. Biological degeneration as it is understood by CS authors includes heritable change involving compromised function, morphological reduction, or genome reduction, whether or not it involves a discrete structure that mainstream scientists would recognize as a vestige. According to the YEC paradigm, biological degeneration is not due to natural selection but is a result of the Fall of humankind, that is, Adam and Eve’s sin, which introduced the Curse of decay into the created world. Implicit in the YEC concept of biological degeneration is the premise that due to the decay caused by sin, heritable change can be only neutral or degenerative. This means that any heritable change that appears to be advantageous in some way is disadvantageous in some other way(s) that outweighs the advantage, or that any apparent advantage in phenotype is an incidental result of degeneration of the genotype. For example, two CS authors claim that “mutations [that confer antibiotic resistance and other benefits in microbes] frequently eliminate or reduce pre-existing cellular systems and functions.”

Within the topic of biological degeneration are several subtopics that are frequently addressed in CS technical literature: (1) biological degeneration as an explanation for the morphology of extinct species of *Homo* (e.g., *H. neanderthalensis* and *H. erectus*), (2) reduction in the human lifespan after the Flood as an example of biological degeneration, (3) pathogenicity or parasitism as the result of biological
degeneration, (4) apparently beneficial mutations as examples of biological degeneration, and (5) use of the term “devolution” in reference to heritable changes that are degenerative.

Materials and Methods

We sought to determine whether temporal trends in CS technical literature exist in the topics and subtopics identified in the previous three paragraphs. To limit the analysis strictly to technical literature, we examined only technical articles and conference abstracts from the journals mentioned above. We ignored editorials, letters to the editor, article reviews, book reviews, and such. As for conference abstracts, we examined only those that were published in OPBSG and ARJ, for two reasons: (1) abstracts published in other CS journals tend to be published afterwards as full-length articles (which would introduce redundancy if they were considered here), whereas those in OPBSG and ARJ do not, and (2) OPBSG and ARJ abstracts function as short articles, because they include references and are longer than abstracts usually are.

Most issues of most CS journals have been converted to PDF files, which can be purchased or are posted online for free access. To search these files for articles that addressed the topic of vestigial biological structures we used the search term “vestig” (to find the terms “vestigial,” “vestige,” and “vestiges”) and “rudiment” (to find the terms “rudiment,” “rudiments,” and “rudimentary”). To search the PDFs for articles that addressed the topic of biological degeneration within the YEC paradigm we used the search terms “degenera” (to find the words “degenerate,” “deterioration,” etc.), “deteriorat” (to find the words “deteriorate,” “deterioration,” etc.), “devol” (to find the words “devolve,” “devolution,” etc.), “de-vol” (to find the words “de-volve,” “de-volution,” etc.), “de-evol” (to find the words “de-evolve,” “de-evolution,” etc.), and “decay.” PDF files are unavailable for volumes 1, 2, and 4 of ENTJ; volumes 5–8 of CENTJ; and all volumes of CORE Issues in Creation. For those volumes, we searched visually through paper copies.

We divided the duration of the CS movement into ten periods: 1964–1970 and nine subsequent periods of five years apiece from 1971–1975 to 2011–2015. We then compared attitudes toward and interest in the chosen topics and subtopics through time, as revealed in the number of authors advocating a given view or addressing a given topic in the CS technical articles of each period. For each period, we also counted the overall number of CS authors and the number of new CS authors (any author whose earliest CS technical article was published during that period), to determine whether any apparent increase in interest in a given topic or subtopic is an artifact of an increase in the overall number of CS authors or of an increase in the number of new CS authors.

For two of the CS technical journals (CRSQ and JC), the societies that publish the journals mail printed copies to institutional subscribers and to individual members of the societies. We contacted the editorial offices of those two journals and requested the number of individual and institutional subscribers. This was to determine whether the circulation of CS technical journals reaches much (if any) further than the circle of CS authors.

Results

The overall number of CS authors increased from 50 in 1964–1970 to 213 in 2011–2015 (table 1; fig. 1). Sharp rises in the number of new CS authors occurred in 1976–1980 and in 2001–2005, whereas the number of continuing CS authors rose steadily through the decades with no sharp increases (fig. 1).

As of June 13, 2016, CRSQ is sent to 165 institutional subscribers (libraries and others) and 1,045 members of the Creation Research Society. Given that there were only 213 CS authors in 2011–2015, it is evident that the circulation of CS technical literature reaches considerably further than the circle of CS authors. The editorial office of JC declined to provide subscription numbers.

Table 1. Number of authors publishing articles in the technical journals of creation science through 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of authors</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New authors</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing authors</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1. Temporal trends in the technical literature of creation science through 2015: number of authors, and acceptance of and interest in topics relating to vestigial biological structures and biological degeneration.
We found 81 articles that address the evolutionary topic of vestigial biological structures. In most of these, the authors express the opinion that such structures do not exist, but a few authors acknowledge the existence of such structures (table 2; fig. 1). The number of authors that acknowledge the existence of such structures is small (0–2) in all time periods, and there is no overall increase or decrease in the acceptance of the existence of vestigial biological structures by CS authors over time. All authors addressing the topic of vestigial structures addressed only morphology, until the early 1990s, after which a few authors in each period addressed the vestigiality of genes or other molecular entities (table 2; fig. 1).

Table 2. References to vestigial biological structures in the technical literature of creation science through 2015. In the Stance column, “for” indicates acceptance of vestigiality, and “against” indicates rejection of vestigiality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author and year</th>
<th>Stance</th>
<th>Biological structure(s) in question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morris 1964</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rusch 1966</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human tonsils, parathyroid glands, thymus, pineal gland, appendix, coccyx, plica semilunaris; snake spurs; mysticete whale teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klotz 1966</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>fruit flies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howitt 1968</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>coccyx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh 1969</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>sterile pollen of dandelion; blind cavefish eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artist 1969</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human appendix; python hindlimbs; whale hindlimbs; kiwi wings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shute 1970</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>hyrax outer toes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ouweeneel 1971</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner 1972</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howitt 1972</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>tonsils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong 1972</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>pineal gland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong 1972</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>tonsils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ouweeneel 1975</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>wings of the fly Termitoxenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodmorappe 1978</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>septa in cephalopod shells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith 1979</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>snake hindlimbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licata 1979</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedtke 1981</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howe 1982</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 1982</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones 1982</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>ape and human pinna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinderliter 1982</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer 1982</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedtke 1983</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith 1985</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>caecilian eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer 1985</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith 1985</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human appendix, tonsils, thymus, pineal gland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanders and Howe 1986</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>mouthparts of non-eating insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton 1987</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>eyes of snake ancestor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton 1987</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>caecilian eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird 1988</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glover 1988</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human appendix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie 1988</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human appendix, tonsils, fetal yolk sac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper 1988</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>sagittal keel of late Homo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snelling 1989</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human appendix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodmorappe 1990</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>fly wings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 1992</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumsden, Anders, and Pettera 1992</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>nontranscribing and nontranslating DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaplan 1993</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human ear muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 1994</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>wisdom teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maas 1994</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human appendix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson 1994</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise 1995</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>whale hindlimbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colwell 1996</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human appendix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise 1996</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>goose wings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wieland 1997</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>“junk genes”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarfati 1997</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>thymus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batten 1998</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>introns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wieland 1998</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>fly halters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 1998</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>wisdom teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hetdke 1999</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2000</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>mammalian yolk sac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerström 2000</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>wallaby chromosome retroelements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walkup 2000</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>introns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menton 2000</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human plantaris muscle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2000</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human appendix, tonsils, pineal gland, thymus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2001</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general; transposons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2001</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2001</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human male nipple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurney 2001</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>plica semilunaris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood and Cavanaugh 2001</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general; “junk DNA”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2002</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>eye-related glands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standish 2002</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>noncoding DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell 2004</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>cytochrome c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2004</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodmorappe 2004</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>GULO pseudogene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batten 2005</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armitage and Howe 2007</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>fungal ascospores and ascocarps; sucrose metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2008</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>prostate accessory structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doyle 2008</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>human vomeronasal organ, goose bumps, Darwin’s point, coccyx, wisdom teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendriksen 2008</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2009</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>snake spurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter 2009</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>retrotransposons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise 2009</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>whale limbs and pelves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2010</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2011</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niekirk 2011</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>placental mammal yolk sac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2012</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>whale hindlimbs, fetal tooth buds, hairlets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman 2013</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>pseudogenes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald 2013</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>kiwi wings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hennigian 2014</td>
<td>against</td>
<td>snake spurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron 2014</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>tyrannosaurid arms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We found 81 articles that address the evolutionary topic of vestigial biological structures. In most of these, the authors express the opinion that such structures do not exist, but a few authors acknowledge the existence of such structures (table 2; fig. 1). The number of authors that acknowledge the existence of such structures is small (0–2) in all time periods, and there is no overall increase or decrease in the acceptance of the existence of vestigial biological structures by CS authors over time. All authors addressing the topic of vestigial structures addressed only morphology, until the early 1990s, after which a few authors in each period addressed the vestigiality of genes or other molecular entities (table 2; fig. 1).
Article

The Evolution of Creation Science, Part 1: Vestigial Structures and Biological Degeneration

We found 125 articles that address the topic of biological degeneration within the YEC paradigm (Table 3; Fig. 1). The number of such articles and the number of authors writing on the topic peaked sharply in the second half of the first decade of the twenty-first century. Because there was no simultaneous spike in the number of new CS authors or in the total number of CS authors (Fig. 1), this sharp rise cannot be explained by an increase in the number of CS authors.

The number of CS authors attributing the morphology of extinct species of Homo to degeneration was initially high but decreased over time and has remained at zero through the present century (Fig. 1). The number of CS authors citing post-Flood reduction in the human lifespan as an example of biological degeneration has always been low: one such citation apiece in 1978, 1998, 2000, and 2009, and two in 1998 (Table 3). The number of CS authors attributing pathogenicity or parasitism to degeneration peaked during the period at which the number of CS authors addressing biological degeneration was highest (2006–2010). The number of CS authors claiming that apparently beneficial mutations represent genetic degeneration peaked during the same period. These two spikes may therefore be connected with the increase in the number of CS authors publishing on the topic of biological degeneration during that period. The number of CS authors using forms of the term “devolution” peaked during the same period.

Table 3. References to biological degeneration in the technical literature of creation science through 2015. Homo = attribution of morphology of extinct species of Homo to degeneration; lifespan = assertion that post-Flood reduction in human lifespans represents degeneration; P&P = attribution of parasitism and pathogenicity to degeneration; BMD = claim that beneficial mutations are degenerative; dev = use of some form of the term “devolution.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author and year</th>
<th>Homo</th>
<th>lifespan</th>
<th>P&amp;P</th>
<th>BMD</th>
<th>dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lammerts 1964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinkle 1964</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris 1965</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rusch 1966</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custance 1968</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook 1968</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinkle 1968</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw 1970</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockwood 1971</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ouweneel 1971</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris 1971</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore 1972</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams 1973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telfair 1973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siegler 1974</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark 1974</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler 1975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinn 1975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ouweneel 1975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore 1976</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp 1977</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strickling 1978</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigler 1978</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licata 1979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancil 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenter 1981</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore 1982</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones 1982</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown 1983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCluskey 1985</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie 1986</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentry 1986</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowden 1988</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wieland 1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman, J. 1992</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand and Gibson 1993</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wieland 1994</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beasley 1995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman, J. 1995</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wieland 1996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcia-Pozuelo-Ramos 1997</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman, J. 1998</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman, D. 1998</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuozzo 1998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walkup 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armitage and Lumsden 2000</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman, J. 2000</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastropaolo 2001</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batten 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman, J. 2001</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman, J. 2001</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergman, J. 2002</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standish 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batten 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanders and Wise 2003</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood 2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Liu and Sanpo 2006 88

Bergman, J. 2008 84

Anderson and Purdom 2008 84

Sanford et al. 2008 84 X

Bahuguna et al. 2008 86

Bergman, J. 2007 87

Baldwin 2007 87

Wood 2007 87

Gillen and Hubbard 2007 87

Gillen 2008 87

Loucks 2008 87 X

Gillen 2008 87
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Lightner 2008 87

Kim 2008 87
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Discussion

During data collection for this study, it became evident that CS authors frequently employ idiosyncratic usage of evolution-related terms, using the terms in ways that mainstream biologists do not. For example, several CS authors insisted that a structure must be completely functionless to be called vestigial. In contrast, mainstream biologists have long maintained that a reduced structure is vestigial, even if it retains a minor function or functions, as long as it has lost a major function or functions.19 As Darwin put it in his discussion of vestigial structures (which he called “rudimentary” structures), “An organ serving for two purposes, may become rudimentary or utterly aborted for one, even the more important purpose; and remain perfectly efficient for the other.”16 And as Charles Brues noted in 1903, insect wings that have “become vestigial to such an extent that they are no longer available for … flight” in some cases “have suddenly developed characters that make them of use in some other direction.”17 Nevertheless, several CS authors cite any known function in a vestigial structure as evidence that the structure is not truly vestigial or that no truly vestigial structures exist.18

Similarly, some insist that non-coding DNA cannot be considered vestigial because, in some cases, it has a known function,19 and, in other cases, a function might be found in the future.20 From the standpoint of mainstream biology, such arguments are nonsensical, because functionlessness is not part of the definition of vestigiality.21 One CS author argued that if any truly functionless structure were ever found, it would be evidence of degeneration, hence special creation.22 However, heritable changes of any kind, degenerate or not, are congruent with the evolutionary paradigm and are therefore not evidence against it.

Another frequent example of idiosyncratic usage is restriction of the term “evolution” only to heritable changes that cause the addition, augmentation, or improvement of biological structures—as opposed to heritable changes that cause deletion, degeneration, or vestigialization of biological structures.23 For example, one author argued that vestigial septa in cephalopod shells are “not supportive of evolution” but “may be a genetic-code remnant of the more conchiferous design employed by God elsewhere.”24 In other words, such septa were derived from more fully developed septa in the shells of these animals’ ancestors.
tors, but the change should not be called “evolution” because it was degenerative. In contrast, mainstream biologists employ a broader definition of evolution and acknowledge heritable changes in general as evolution, whether those changes are degenerative or not. Nevertheless, unlike mainstream biologists, CS authors usually restrict the term “evolution” to additive or augmentative changes. For degenerative changes, such authors use the term “devolution,” a term absent from mainstream biology.

As a general rule, CS authors recoil at the suggestion that vestigial structures exist. One CS author even asserted that the existence of vestigial organs would support creationism but denied their existence nevertheless. However, a few CS authors have acknowledged the existence of vestigial, “rudimentary,” or “degenerative” structures, including vestigial genetic sequences. One such author took the position that the vestigial hindlimbs and pelves of extant whales and the small hindlimbs of fossil archaeocete whales (from sediments that he considered post-Flood) indicate that the members of the whale “kind” aboard the Ark had legs and may even have been terrestrial. Two authors frankly acknowledged vestigial structures as a problem for the idea of special creation, proffering the example of mouthparts in insects that do not eat as an example of something that one would not expect God to create. However, according to a subsequent author, this problem is solved by the idea of “devolution,” which can cause vestigialization of structures that were created with full function.

Two authors claimed that science has discarded the idea of vestigial structures, arguing that the dwindling of lists of vestigial structures in textbooks through the years, reflects a disowning of the concept by scientists. However, a recent study by mainstream biologists tested that claim and found that it is incorrect. Despite small lists of vestigial structures in textbooks, scientists have explicitly identified hundreds of examples of biological structures as vestigial in the primary scientific literature of the current century.

Some CS authors waxed creative in their functional explanations of structures that mainstream biologists recognize as vestigial. For example, one author explained human ear muscles not as vestigial structures but as pre-adaptations “just in case.” He supported this argument by citing the example of an individual whose ear muscles helped him after he lost eardrum function. Some CS authors pointed out that male nipples and other structures that are functional in only one sex were presumably never functional in the other sex; because such structures are not degenerate they should not be called vestigial. This is, in fact, correct. Although male nipples are sometimes listed as vestigial structures, they are not the degenerate remnants of ancestrally lactiferous male nipples and therefore do not fit the definition of vestigiality. Mainstream biologists would therefore do well to heed these CS authors’ point and cease calling male nipples vestigial.

Several twentieth-century CS authors invoked degeneration as an explanation for the morphological features of extinct species of Homo. Such authors claimed that Homo erectus and Homo neanderthalensis were the degenerate descendants of more-ancient Homo sapiens and that the ape-like features of H. erectus and H. neanderthalensis represent degeneration rather than an ancestral state. Two authors even included australopithecine-grade hominids in the list of degenerate human populations. Those two authors claimed that the fossil record shows a pattern in which “degenerate” forms of humanity (H. erectus, H. neanderthalensis, and australopithecines) are found mainly at the periphery of the Old World, whereas ancient urban populations in the center of the Old World exhibit “advanced” (i.e., undegenerate, as originally created) morphology. These authors explained this by positing that urban existence slowed down the process of degeneracy, enabling settled populations to retain “advanced” morphology, whereas nomads wandering away from Ararat after the Flood gained degenerate morphology, with the greatest degree of degeneracy occurring in the populations that wandered furthest.

Another author identified H. erectus and H. neanderthalensis as “Hamites” (descendants of Noah’s son Ham) and described Hamites as degenerate human populations. He noted that across Eurasia, H. erectus and H. neanderthalensis remains are found in stratigraphically lower (hence, older) strata than are the remains of modern H. sapiens, and to explain this he posited that the descendants of Ham had spread throughout the globe before the descendants of Noah’s sons Japheth and Shem did. Interestingly, mainstream paleoanthropologists agree that these
data indicate that *H. erectus* and *H. neanderthalensis* spread across Eurasia before *H. sapiens* did. Mainstream scientists disagree, however, with the identification of the extinct species as descendants of a specific son of Noah or of any member of *H. sapiens*, because no remains of *H. sapiens* are known from strata older than those of the extinct species of *Homo*.

Citation of the morphology of extinct species of *Homo* as examples of biological degeneration dropped to almost zero after the 1970s (fig. 1), and the last such citation was in 1997. However, occasional mention of physiological degeneration, particularly in relation to lifespan, has continued into the present century. A few CS authors list—as an example of physiological degeneracy—the shorter lifespans of post-Flood humanity in comparison to pre-Flood lifespans of centuries, as recorded in Genesis. The earliest such listing was in 1978, the latest in 2009.

One CS author provided an interesting spin on degeneration as applied to extinct hominids. Rather than positing that australopithecines are degenerate humans, he posited that they represent the ancestral form of the ape “kind.” He therefore explained the quadrupedal knuckle-walking of today’s apes as the result of degeneration from the upright locomotion of their australopithecine “ancestors.”

Several twenty-first-century CS authors explain pathogenicity of microbes and the parasitic lifestyle of other organisms—both of which are incompatible with a “very good” creation—as a result of degeneration. According to these authors, all viruses and organisms that are now pathogens or parasites were originally harmless, and in some cases may have been beneficial symbionts, and pathological features appeared as a result of genomic deterioration. The CS explanation of pathogenicity as a result of degeneration is relatively new, with the earliest such explanation appearing in 2001.

Interestingly, evolutionary biologists agree that the reduced genomes of some pathogenic bacteria are the results of gene loss. However, reduced genomes resulting from gene loss occur in beneficial symbiotic bacteria also: this indicates that this genomic decay is related to dependency on a host and not to pathogenicity alone. Similarly, genome size reduction due to gene loss is common among eukaryotic parasites including protozoans, fungi, and invertebrates, but the same is also the case in beneficial eukaryotic endosymbionts. Because genomic reduction is therefore related to host-dependence in general, it seems that within the CS paradigm genomic reduction would have occurred in endosymbiotic microbes even without the Fall of humankind and the resulting Curse upon nature. It will therefore be interesting to see whether future CS articles address this issue and attempt to explain genomic reduction in beneficial endosymbionts.

Six CS authors gave examples of apparently beneficial mutations that they claimed represented genomic degeneration. One author explicitly posited that antibiotic resistance in a bacterium was the incidental result of a mutation that involved a loss of genetic information. Another pointed out that the loss of wings in insects inhabiting windy places is advantageous but is nevertheless an example of morphological degeneration. The others identified advantageous mutations in bacteria and humans as incidental results of genomic deterioration.

The topics of vestigial structures and biological degeneration make for a useful introduction to the fascinating world of creation science. Perplexingly, through half a century, CS authors have maintained a general consensus that all “created kinds” of organisms have undergone degenerative changes, and they have simultaneously maintained a general consensus that vestigial biological structures do not exist. Because the claim for biological degeneration implies the existence of vestigial structures, CS authors’ denial of their existence is incongruous. It will be interesting to see whether CS authors recognize this internal inconsistency in future CS literature or whether this mutually contradictory pair of claims will continue to persist.
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Darwinian evolution is not synonymous with change; it is a uniquely biological process. The biochemical mechanism of evolution is distinct from the observations made by Darwin on hereditable variation and natural selection. The key to biological evolution is a tight linkage between inheritable genotype and gene-directed phenotype, which allows the phenotype to be the target of selection. It is theoretically possible for some forms of life to exist without evolution; thus, the origin of life and the origin of evolution are two separate research questions. The classical problem of teleology in biology may be approached by a close examination of the mechanism behind the universal genotype-phenotype linkage: the protein synthesis or translation system. This solution to the problem of converting nucleic acid chemistry into protein chemistry may be the fundamental root of teleonomy and inherent teleology in living organisms.

If we believe that God created life to evolve to humans as image bearers, then we can think of God’s will to have living animals capable and desirous of a relationship with him as the final cause of evolution. However, some Christian thinkers, both currently and in the past, have found it difficult to reconcile Darwin’s theory of evolution with the theological view that God created our universe and all life purposefully. Claims from biologists that evolution is a blind process, reliant on random mutations, and without any apparent direction or purpose other than to produce creatures able to survive in a particular environmental niche do not seem to be consistent with the Christian concept of an actively creative God who used evolution to produce creatures able to worship him. Most scientists and philosophers, including Christians, have been skeptical at best about the idea of purpose in evolution, and some have claimed that any form of teleology is contrary to the very fabric of Darwinism.

However, there are indications that evolutionary biology itself is moving toward a far more complex view of how biological variation is produced, and a good deal of evidence has shown that there are, very likely, sufficient constraints on evolutionary developments to allow for at least some degree of direction. I will, in what follows, lay out a case for a positive view of the role of teleology in the progress of life based on our scientific knowledge of the origins of evolution.

Evolution in Biology and Elsewhere
Evolution is a form of change, and change is a universal feature of our universe. Stars form and explode, planets collide with asteroids, black holes absorb huge amounts of matter, and galaxies move farther from each other. On our planet change has always been the rule: changing climates, changing atmospheres, changing landscapes. When Charles Lyell and Charles Darwin looked at natural history, they saw change as a key feature of geology and biology, respectively.

Sy (Seymour) Garte, PhD biochemistry, was a professor at NYU, Rutgers, and Pittsburgh; division director at the Center for Scientific Review, NIH; and interim vice president for Research at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences. He is now president of the Natural Philosophy Institute, vice president of the Washington DC chapter of ASA, and a member of the John Templeton Foundation Board of Advisors.
Habitats changed and species went extinct. Darwin used his observations of living forms—as well as his knowledge of changes made by humans to plants and animals—to propose his theory of evolution of life based on natural selection of the most fit variants in a population.4

It has become a commonplace theme that evolution by natural selection is a universal phenomenon that not only leads to the origin of new species, but also to changes in human societies, technology, language, culture, and many other areas. We now talk about the evolution of computer programs, music-playing devices, memes, and just about everything else—and it is, of course, true that selection can operate outside the biological evolutionary framework. But selection alone is not sufficient for a process to be considered equivalent to Darwinian evolution.

Chemical selection allows for molecules that are more resistant to hydrolysis to survive longer. Everything from RNA molecules5 to computer programs6 has exhibited selection, in that individuals with higher fitness tend to survive longer and eventually dominate their populations. Some have pointed to all of technology as being subject to natural selection,7 as competition between brands leads to innovative and improved types of computers, cell phones, and so on. There is extinction (sometime even mass extinction such as that of all brands of 8-track tape players); there are explosions of brand-new functions (telephones becoming cameras); and there is also slow, steady progress in some lineages in which the basic form and function have hardly changed at all (automobiles, for example). Human societies also evolve through processes that seem quite similar to the model of survival of the fittest described by Darwinian evolution.8

But none of this nonbiological change is really Darwinian evolution. In some cases, the selection step is conscious and volitional, arising from choices made by human beings, and is therefore akin to what Darwin knew as artificial selection in the breeding of plants and animals.9 Technological evolution is removed from the Darwinian paradigm in that devices do not replicate themselves, so the target of selection is not the device but the mind of the consumer and/or the decisions of corporate manufacturers and marketing specialists. Furthermore, there is no Darwinian mechanism that can be applied to the innovation of new technologies.10

In reality, and contrary to the assertions of some leading Darwinists, Darwinian evolution by natural selection is a strictly biological theory, and does not apply to any of the myriad of nonbiological examples of change. Evolution by natural selection requires three uniquely biological characteristics before it can operate. These are mortality, inheritance, and genetic variation, each of which is a property of all modern living cells.

Mortality allows for the emergence of new individuals with similar but not identical features. Inheritability is achieved by accurate replication of the genetic informational molecule. Darwinian natural selection requires that the genetic sequence of the replicator is passed on to progeny with enough accuracy so that the selective advantage possessed by the original sequence is still present in the offspring.

Natural selection acts on the phenotype, but only the genotype can be passed from one organism to its progeny by biochemical means;11 therefore the key to biological evolution is a tight linkage between inheritable genotype and gene-directed phenotype. In modern evolvable life, when an organism inherits a particular genotype, it also inherits the corresponding phenotype that is produced (or coded for) by that genotype. This allows the phenotype of the individual or a group of individuals to be the target of selection imposed by the environment. Advantageous genetic mutations are passed down, increasing the fitness of populations, and eventually creating new species and producing diverse patterns of complexity and adaptation of living beings to their surroundings.12

The linkage of genotype and phenotype is an essential characteristic of evolution by natural selection. Once a cell that can connect genotype and phenotype in this way exists, it can begin to evolve—but until we have such a cell, no evolution is possible.

The Origin of Evolution
Since evolution provides an enormous selective advantage to life, it seems to be a very straightforward conclusion that evolution evolved early on, and once in place, non-evolving life forms rapidly went extinct. Therefore, it is generally assumed that the origin of life and the origin of evolution were contemporaneous and inextricably linked together.
It is not at all clear, however, whether the first life forms could evolve, or how evolution first evolved. The mystery of the origin of life should really be called the mystery of the origin of evolution. The origin of evolution is, in fact, the “hard problem” in abiogenesis. It is very difficult to imagine a Darwinian type of evolution that could produce Darwinian evolutionary mechanisms including genetic inheritance, genetic variation, and genotype-phenotype linkage.

The central issue of the origin of evolution is chemistry becoming biology. For that to happen, early life had to solve a very difficult chemical problem: to take one chemical system (nucleic acid chemistry) and have it interact with and provide information to a completely different chemical system (protein and amino acid chemistry).

Life could exist without facing that problem, but it would not evolve. It might change and it might even improve (transiently), but it cannot undergo any kind of long-term Darwinian evolution in which improvements are maintained in succeeding generations unless the chemical system that gets inherited (nucleic acids) can be translated into the chemical system that is the target of evolution (proteins). In other words, there needs to be a chemical link between the genotype and the phenotype for evolution to happen. While there are some affinities between certain amino acids and some arrangements of nucleic acids, the chemistry of DNA and the chemistry of amino acids or proteins are fundamentally different. It is, therefore, worthwhile to further explore the existence of a nucleic acid-to-protein transformation code (the genetic code), and the amazing molecular mechanism that allows the information in the genes to become the characteristics of the cell.

We know that in most cases of biological evolution, new structures or functions start out as rudimentary and are perfected with time. This is called the Continuity Principle. For the replication/translation system, this would imply starting with an error-prone mechanism that gradually improves through natural selection. But if either genotype replication or DNA-to-protein translation were highly error-prone, then evolution as we know it would not occur. Wolf and Koonin discuss “… the formidable difficulty of breaking this transition into incremental steps associated with a biologically plausible selective advantage, thus making the entire transition compatible with the Continuity Principle.” These authors postulate that the RNA world could provide an answer to this conundrum, while admitting that “staggering complexity is inherent even in the minimally functional translation system.”

This does not, however, rule out other forms of evolution, such as highly error-prone systems, that are still in the process of being elucidated. The possibility that the modern system arose from a more primitive system is strengthened by the fact that the ribosome, a structure at the heart of modern protein synthesis, contains not only proteins but also ribozymes, enzyme-like catalysts made of RNA (see below). This is consistent with theories of a precursor to modern life based on RNA, with no single genotype molecule, and only a few protein enzymes. But there is not enough information currently available to be able to construct a solid theory about the origins of the biochemical mechanisms that provided the modern, universal genotype-phenotype linkage required for evolution to operate.

Leaving aside the question of how the translation system complete with genetic code appeared, we can look at the final working system as the engine of all subsequent Darwinian evolutionary changes, and ask questions about the philosophical implications of such a system existing at the heart of all of biology. How all of this fits into the question of teleological processes in evolution will be discussed below.

Teleology in Biology

The idea of biological progress was attacked by Stephen Jay Gould, who reminded us that there are still more bacteria than everything else combined, by both numbers and mass. And yet, evolutionary progress, in one sense, does appear to be real as attested to by a wide spectrum of thinkers, from Richard Dawkins to Conor Cunningham. While many measures of such progress can be used, the increasing degree of complexity of the most complex creatures is evident throughout the vast period of evolutionary time. Related to evolutionary progress is the concept of teleology.

Early biological theories of change included William Paley’s design-based teleology (God as the Designer) and the Aristotelian concept of final causation (the end purpose of the change) as crucial components.
As an example of the latter, it was believed that giraffes kept straining their necks in order to reach the tall leaves, and eventually got longer necks that they passed down to their descendants. The Lamarckian idea that creatures can pass on altered traits to their offspring fit into this teleological view quite nicely.

Several authors have pointed out that one of the most important contributions of Darwin’s great theory was to refute the teleological view and to place biology squarely in line with the other sciences, independent of purpose.22 The Aristotelian concept of telos as the final cause of a chain of events no longer held in the light of natural selection.23 Darwin’s proposal that natural selection is the alternative to purposeful causation (e.g., artificial selection) was the crowning achievement of the effort to take biology out of the realm of the mystical and supernatural.

Almost a century later, when the modern synthesis of evolution and genetics had begun to revitalise Darwinism and led to the birth of neo-Darwinism,24 teleology in biology was dealt another blow by research into the nature of mutations. Although DNA was yet to be discovered as the genetic molecule, biologists were examining mutations in experimental systems of bacteria to answer questions about purpose and chance in mutation production. The issue was whether bacteria undergo mutations specifically in those genes that would help them survive an environmental stress such as starvation or exposure to toxic drugs. If they do not, the alternative is that mutations are generated randomly and the environment selects those that confer a survival benefit.

Luria and Delbrück seemed to have answered this question with an elegant system called fluctuation analysis.25 The results of these experiments were clear: mutations were random, and then selected for their relative fitness. This finding contributed to the emerging neo-Darwinian synthesis, with molecular genetics playing the key role in the production of phenotypic variation. It also confirmed the idea that purpose is replaced by chance in the mechanism of the first stage of evolution.26

This idea became ingrained in the biological dogma, and as more and more data regarding the nature of genes and how they operate and change became available, the prevailing consensus grew stronger. For most scientists, evolution became a theory that neither required nor admitted to any degree of purpose or design.27 However, this is a philosophical, rather than an empirically demonstrated scientific position.

But while evolution is blind, inherent teleology is clearly present in the biological world, either as human-like deliberate purpose or as the more automatic form of teleonomy.28

Ernst Mayr’s definition of teleonomy as a program written in the genes fits well for the vast majority of living organisms, including all of the plants, bacteria, and archaea.29 It also applies to most animals, including some vertebrates. But for animals with nervous systems that have a degree of complexity allowing for more than simple stimulus-response networks, the extended definition that includes “open” programming starts to become important.30

As Alister McGrath points out, agreeing with Mayr, “some criticisms of the notion of ‘teleology’ in a biological context actually rest on philosophical precommitments, rather than on biological observations.” The fact that Darwinism might not disclose any sense of purpose in life does not lead to Dawkins’s conclusion that there is no purpose to life.31

Daniel Dennett says that all living organisms do things for a purpose, even if they are oblivious to what that purpose is.32 Humans—uniquely, he continues—have purposes, and are even able to discern the purposes behind the blind process of natural selection that the animal beneficiaries of such purposes are totally unaware of. I think it possible that Dennett (who is, after all, a philosopher) might have been gently chiding some of his anti-theistic scientific colleagues, who tend to lump inherent teleology in the Aristotelian sense (for which natural selection could be considered the final cause) with external teleology as related to God’s purpose. This confusion has led to a general rejection of any notion of purpose in biology, and indeed a discomfort with any teleological language,33 which brings to mind J.B.S. Haldane’s famous quote: “Teleology is like a mistress to a biologist: he cannot live without her but he’s unwilling to be seen with her in public.”34

I agree that the roots of biological teleology do not lie in the action of evolutionary processes. Instead,
I believe they can be found in the very fabric of the evolutionary process. In other words, purpose is built into the central, deepest biochemical meaning of what evolution is. It is therefore inevitable that what we see first as biological teleonomy, and then as human purpose exemplified by free will, will arise as a result of evolution, even though the evolutionary process is not itself teleological. The mechanism of evolution itself represents a purpose, just as, according to Dennett, humans are creatures that represent reasons for action. I am suggesting that, for evolution, purposeful reasons are represented by the genetic code. To understand the rationale behind this suggestion, we need to deconstruct the link between evolution and life.

Is Evolution a Necessity for Life?
The answer depends a great deal on one’s working definition of life. Since some definitions include the ability to evolve, the question only makes sense if we use a definition that is as broad and unrestricted as possible. If we use the metabolism-first model of abiogenesis, we can define life according to Sousa et al. as “the harnessing of chemical energy in such a way that the energy-harnessing device makes a copy of itself.”

Terrestrial life began shortly after the young Earth cooled. We know that at some point between 3.5 and 4 billion years ago, the modern form of DNA-based life appeared on Earth. During the entire period of the evolution of life, Earth was in a constant state of geologic and climate flux. In the Archean and Proterozoic eons, which lasted for most of Earth’s history, there were a number of extreme ice ages, periods of intense volcanic activity, impacts from meteors and comets, formation and breaking apart of supercontinents, as well as major changes in the composition of the atmosphere, land, and water, and in the temperature and extent of the oceans. All of this continual, slow environmental change was the engine for natural selection-based evolution. Francisco Ayala stressed,

Environmental diversity and environmental change are responsible for the continuous evolution of natural populations. If life existed in only a single uniform and constant environment, evolution might conceivably have produced a genotype optimally fitted to that environment with no further change.

As a thought experiment, imagine a planet much like Earth, about the same size, with the same amount of gravity, in the habitable zone, with liquid water, following a regular circular or close to circular orbit, with plenty of organic material. Let’s also assume that this planet has no plate tectons and is extremely stable environmentally. It never undergoes major temperature or atmospheric changes, it has little or no seismic activity, and is somehow highly protected from meteor or asteroid impacts. Finally, we can assume that the origin of some primitive organized life form occurs, perhaps as a result of basic principles of energy dissipation or chemically driven reactions.

We might find living cells with a host of metabolic chemistry going on in this world, including energy conversion reactions and synthetic reactions enclosed in a naturally occurring lipid vesicle or cell. We can even think that such a cell might grow in size as more chemical species are added to the cell by ingestion or metabolism. These cells might split in two at a certain point. It is even possible to imagine that some complex macromolecules such as polypeptides might be found in them. Once such a cell was formed, it might survive for a very long period, and if it did divide, the population might grow until checked by limited chemical resources.

Would such a life form further evolve on such a planet? Why should it? Natural selection is very weak when the environment does not change. It is likely that evolution would not happen at all. And in fact, these living cells could be devoid of genes—they could have no DNA, no RNA, no genetic molecules of any kind. If there is no need for evolution, there is no need for genes. The metabolizing cells would just live and metabolize until they died. If they all died, nothing much would happen until another accidental start of life occurred. It is possible to imagine a world like that lasting for billions of years, with no change, no evolution, and no life other than a series of chemical reactions going on in a vesicle. Here is a somewhat different but related speculation from the Committee on the Limits of Organic Life in Planetary Systems:

The only alternative to evolution for producing diversity would be to have environmental conditions that continuously create different life forms or similar life forms with random and frequent “mistakes” in the synthesis of chemical templates.
used for replication or metabolism. Such mistakes would be equivalent to mutations and could lead to traits that gave some selective advantage in an existing community or in exploiting new habitats. That random process could lead to life forms that undergo a form of evolution without a master information macromolecule, such as DNA or RNA. It is difficult to imagine such life forms as able to "evolve" into complex structures unless other mechanisms, such as symbiosis or cell-cell fusion, are available.41

Perhaps life and evolution are not as tightly linked as we think—although on an unstable, constantly changing planet like ours, they must be. The point is that evolution is very special. It is not guaranteed to occur whenever life gets started, and it is, in fact, a much more elaborate and difficult phenomenon to visualize than the appearance of purely metabolic chemical life.

The Molecular Biology of Evolution

We know a great deal of the mechanisms of evolution in modern terrestrial life. Evolution could potentially occur through alternative mechanisms that do not involve a genetic code (as is postulated for RNA world), but for the kind of efficient and adaptive evolution we see around us, a DNA-based code seems ideal.

However, DNA itself does not actually do anything; it is only the repository for information. The information lies in the sequence of the bases in DNA, much like the information in this sentence lies in the sequence of the letters in each word and phrase. The DNA chemical language is read and translated by other chemicals in a process that is now well understood. There is nothing about this process that is outside of the laws of chemistry and physics, but it is a remarkable process, even compared to all of the other complex biochemical processes that occur in every living cell.

In all cellular life forms on Earth, the information in the DNA is copied into RNA with the same sequence as the DNA. This RNA serves as a message (it is called "messenger RNA") and is then used to create the proteins. There is a code by which every group of three bases of DNA and RNA (called a "codon") is translated into a specific amino acid. Thus the base sequence GGG codes for the amino acid Glycine, AAG codes for Lysine, et cetera.

The information contained in the DNA sequence is translated into the correct protein sequence by an exceedingly complex machinery that involves the messenger RNA (mRNA), ribosomes (another form of RNA), and two adapter molecules: an RNA type called transfer RNA (tRNA) and a protein enzyme called aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (aaRS). There are also many cofactors and proofreading enzymes required for the process to work properly.

The three kinds of RNA involved in this process are fascinatingly different from each other, and very ancient. The mRNA is a long polymer, resembling a miniature single strand of DNA; the ribosomal RNAs are large enzyme-looking structures with bumps and grooves and binding sites; and the tRNA is a small, folded-up molecule with a whole series of different shapes. It is the tRNA that contains a three-base sequence (the "anticodon") that binds to the correct codon on the mRNA.

Each aaRS has a binding site for an amino acid, and another for the tRNA specific for that amino acid. The tRNA is recognized by a part of its shape called the "paracodon." When the amino acid and its tRNA are both bound to the enzyme, the aaRS changes its shape and brings the two molecules together, forming an amino acid-tRNA conjugate.

This conjugate then goes to the ribosome, and the anticodon on the tRNA binds to the codon on the mRNA that is specific for the amino acid now bound to its tRNA. This is the chemical basis for the genetic code. The mRNA and its bound tRNA (with the amino acid attached to it) are bound to a special site on the ribosome. Another amino acid-tRNA conjugate binds to the next codon on the mRNA and lands on the ribosome right next to the first one. The ribosome then links the two adjacent amino acids together in a peptide bond to begin the synthesis of the long protein ("polypeptide") chain. The mRNA then moves along the ribosome, displacing the first tRNA; the second tRNA moves into the first position, and another tRNA (with its amino acid attached) binds to its codon and is added to the growing protein chain. This process then repeats for between several dozen to several hundred times, until the protein with exactly the right amino acid sequence (as determined by the DNA nucleotide sequence) is complete.
So, we have a set of tRNAs that have amino acid-specific codons (from one to six different ones for the different amino acids), which also have a shape that fits into a specific aminoaacyl-tRNA synthetase, which also has a binding site for the corresponding correct amino acid. This, in itself, is remarkable. But no less so is the process by which the messenger RNA moves along the ribosome while the protein chain is grown. And then, of course, there is the question of the genetic code built into the chemical translation system that converts the seemingly random sequence of the DNA bases into usable information for creation of all the properties of the cell.

Chemical reactions, including synthetic biochemical reactions and reactions that convert energy from sunlight or chemical bonds into useful work for the cell, are all reducible to blind chemical principles. The law of mass action should be considered the underlying principle of most of cellular biochemistry. This is not to say that cellular biochemistry is simple—far from it. The control processes and interactions between metabolic cycles are orders of magnitude more complex than any human-engineered system. But there is no denying their reducibility to simple chemistry.

However, when we speak of the genotype-to-phenotype conversion system (as I refer to the DNA-directed protein synthesis process), we have left the world of organic chemistry behind. Of course, the detailed mechanisms of each enzymatic reaction still follow chemical rules. But the underlying feature of this system is not based on chemistry but on purpose. The existence of a genetic code is the very embodiment of inherent teleology. The code exists as a means to an end, and the end informs the code. The genetic code and the cellular machinery of protein synthesis are inherently purpose driven, which is manifested by the technical name for this process: “translation.” Any translation, whether it is from one language to another, or from an obscure code to a meaningful statement, or from an observation to a conclusion, is inherently teleological. Translations do not occur spontaneously, accidentally, or by random chance. The translator has a purpose: namely, to convert some information into something else.

This does not imply that the biochemical cellular translation system was designed or created. That could be true or not, but it is not relevant to the issue of purpose. The proponents of intelligent design (ID) like to say that there is no similar phenomenon in nonliving nature, and they are right on that point. Unlike ID, however, I do not find this to be scientific evidence of a designer. I do think that the genetic code and the translation system is the basis for the existence of teleology in all of life.

We may eventually have a good theory to explain how the translation system might have evolved through some kind of non-Darwinian selection, but regardless of how it happened, it remains a fact that the conversion of genotype information to phenotypic characteristics is a highly teleological process. There is a purpose to having such a system working in biological organisms, and that purpose is to allow for evolution. As McGrath has written, “Yet what if some kind of teleology is discerned within, not imposed upon, the biological process? What if an evolutionary teleology is an *a posteriori*, rather than an *a priori*, concept?”

It does not work to argue that the mechanism for evolution evolved initially for some other purpose, and was selected for because of that alternative purpose (“exaptation”). This is a valid response to ID arguments for design that appeal to purportedly irreducibly complex features such as the eye or photosynthesis. It does not apply here because I am not arguing for design. The point is that however the system developed or evolved, even if teleology was not part of its evolution, teleology appears *a posteriori* with the functioning of the genotype-phenotype linkage, and is then a fixed part of all life forever. Another way to approach this idea is to think of biological inherent teleology as emerging from the adaptive interactions of the complex molecular biology surrounding the genetic code and directed protein synthesis.

What makes the translation system especially teleological, as compared to other complex cellular biochemical pathways such as photosynthesis or the metabolic Krebs cycle, or even the action of a single enzyme in the vast space of cellular chemistry? After all, no living creature, not even one of us humans, consciously communicates any willful commands to the ribosomes to make a particular protein, and there is no Aristotelian final causation of the function of the genetic code. If I am not arguing for a conscious will in the creation of this system, then where does the concept of purpose come from? Cells do not see the future and do not decide to change based on what is needed.
And that is the point. Cells do not need to see the future, because evolution provides a way to deal with any novel circumstances or challenges in the absence of sight, thought, will, or any form of consciousness. Evolution by natural selection is the cellular biological alternative to survival by conscious struggle. And the biochemical mechanism that allows and promotes evolution by natural selection is the linkage between an inherited genotype and an environmentally mediated selection of phenotype, a chemical linkage that is provided uniquely by the protein synthesis/translation process. Primitive protocells with metabolic cycles and catalysts such as ribozymes or polypeptides are not equipped with any such system. However it arrived, the modern universal translation system was the very first purpose-driven chemical system on the planet. It provides the nonconscious will to survive in all of terrestrial life through evolution. That is its purpose.

Mayr did not include this idea in his discussions of teleology and teleonomy in biology, and I have not seen it in other philosophical treatments of the subject. However, some writers have provided evidence consistent with the existence of an evolutionary direction beyond that resulting from purposeless accident. Simon Conway Morris’s work on the ubiquitous phenomenon of evolutionary convergence could be seen as supporting the argument for inherent biological purpose. Many of the findings of new evolutionary mechanisms, such as natural genetic engineering, epigenetics, and complex patterns of gene regulation, are also consistent with a potentially goal-driven biological mechanism that has yet to be clearly identified or articulated. I am suggesting that the translation system is that mechanism. My purpose in proposing the idea is not to argue for its veracity, but to raise its possibility as an explanatory principle in an evolutionary process as a basis for further discussion and enquiry.

If it is indeed true that there exists a strong teleological system at the heart of every living cell, it is no wonder that evolution can proceed along its “blind” path, guided only by natural selection, and at the same time produce creatures who show every sign of being ruled by some form of purpose. As evolution produces more and more complex organisms, we arrive at the stage where purpose takes the form of a willful human decision to write an essay about teleology in evolution for the purpose of expressing ideas for others to read and think about.

If we believe (as I do) in a creator God who endowed human beings with a purpose for existence, and that we do act as purposeful agents, then humans are the final demonstration of the existence of biological purpose. For that we must thank evolution—for which, in turn, we must thank the genetic code and the system that can translate that code from the chemistry of nucleic acids to the chemistry of proteins. We might also thank God for the creation that made all this possible, but that is an option for a different discussion. What can be said here, however, is that if this view of the evolutionary mechanism as the ultimate source of teleology in life is correct, there is an interesting conclusion one could draw that is relevant to the theological debate on evolution. God’s tool to accomplish this was none other than the natural process of Darwinian evolution, and biological evolution is actually a strong pointer to the power of God’s creative majesty.
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11This was Darwin’s conclusion, which displaced Lamarck’s vision of phenotypic inheritance. It should be acknowledged, however, that with the emergence of epigenetics as
a potential alternative evolutionary mechanism for variation (see Garte, “New Ideas in Evolutionary Biology”), some aspects of Lamarckian thinking related to environmental influences on genomes have been given renewed consideration. However, for purposes of this discussion, I will focus on a strictly Darwinian approach to genotype and phenotype.
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BIOLOGY


I begin with a confession (a good Christian thing to do): I am neither a geneticist nor an expert on genes, so I am not qualified to comment on some of this book’s more technical aspects. However, as the authors state, they “wrote this book for a general audience, assuming no background in biology on the part of the reader” (p. 3). That said, while most aspects of the presentation are straightforward, at various points a willingness to delve into some of the more technical language of genetics (such as FOXP2, SOX9, BRCA1, SINE, LINE1, Alus, MIR) is required. General readers may be familiar with some of these terms, such as BRCA1 and BRCA2 (Breast Cancer genes 1 and 2), but are unlikely to be familiar with all, especially those whose designations are less obvious.

Yanai and Lercher state that they were motivated to write this book in the spirit of Richard Dawkins’s book The Selfish Gene, published forty years ago, which they admire and describe as “essentially correct.” So why write another book on genes? Genetics has moved on a long way since Dawkins wrote The Selfish Gene, so that much that was unknown then is now known. In particular, the authors focus on what has been discovered about how genes interact and the results of their interactions, a fascinating area of research. For this reason, they choose the metaphor of “the society of genes,” genes collaborating and competing along the lines of the economic model proposed by Adam Smith in the eighteenth century. In Smith’s model, selfish (self-interested) individuals compete and collaborate. Here, selfish genes compete and collaborate in a society of genes to their own benefit; this is an extension of Dawkins’s selfish gene metaphor.

Yanai and Lercher state that “the genome ... is best seen as a conglomerate of selfish genes, held together by an intricate network of cooperation” (p. x). Despite their disclaimer that “[a]nthropomorphizing provides a convenient shorthand ... we need to remember the full description behind the shorthand,” I am not convinced that this metaphor, as with Dawkins’s original metaphor, is helpful (p. 38). Genes are not active agents in the sense that human beings are in Smith’s economic model. When the authors state that “each allele ‘works’ toward its own advantage when cooperating with its peers, exemplifying Adam Smith’s hypothesis that self-interest, if channelled appropriately, maximises the common good,” I think they are in danger of being misled by their own metaphor (p. 46). If organisms are “survival machines” for genes (to use Dawkins’s terminology), then which common good are the genes maximizing? Not necessarily that of the organism, or even that of the so-called community of genes. For example, cancer genes will kill the organism and so destroy themselves and their fellow genes without exhibiting the slightest qualm. Yanai and Lercher’s use of Adam Smith’s economic model as an analogy for how genes work seems problematic. In the case of cancer genes, the analogy of a suicide bomber seems much more appropriate.

The flavor of the book can be obtained by considering a selection of topics from various chapters. Chapter 1 is a clear description of the genetics of cancer. This is the springboard for chapter 2, which examines “how your enemies define you.” This chapter begins with an explanation of how bacteria incorporate information into their own genome from viruses that are attacking them, thus becoming better able to defend themselves from similar attacks in the future. While this works well for single cell bacteria, the authors point out that it is not a technique that will work for a more complex organism such as a human being. Instead, human genes allow us to manufacture antibodies to deal with intruders in our body (the authors then describe the genetics of this process).

The next chapter explores the genetics of sex. The authors say that the point of sex is that it allows the members of the society of genes to continually form new alliances and to work together more efficiently in the long run (p. 77), although what “more efficiently” means in this context is unclear. Through sexual recombination, harmful mutations can be left behind and helpful ones consolidated into the genome. An interesting conclusion is that if a man wants to reduce the mutational load passed on to the next generation, he should have children while he is young, when few mutations have accumulated in his sperm.

Chapter 4 examines the question: why does the small 0.1% difference in the genome of two individuals lead to such large differences among humans? Here, the authors seem to stray into dangerous territory, suggesting that “a small number of selfish genes (or even selfish ideas) are enough to underpin racist behavior” (p. 126).

The issue of how some genes manage and regulate other genes, turning them on or off, is described in chapter 7. This regulation allows for the develop-
ment of a wide range of organismal characteristics (phenotypes) from the same set of genes. Chapter 8 describes gene duplication and horizontal gene transfer, whereby genomes can be enriched and enlarged. For example, horizontal gene transfer between bacteria has been shown to account for the spread of resistance to drug treatments. Chapter 9 explores the evolution of eukaryotic cells (ones with a nucleus, such as those in the human body) as a merger of an archaeabacterium and a eubacterium.

The final chapter describes genetic “freeloaders,” genes that seem to serve no useful purpose except to ensure their own survival. Occasionally these genes do take up a new function (exaptation in Stephen J. Gould’s terminology). In the human genome, the freeloaders hugely outnumber useful genes. Yanai and Lercher link this to the beginning of life on Earth around hydrothermal vents at the bottom of the ocean, where RNA freeloaders could have been abundant.

The book concludes with a paraphrase: “it is the society of genes that has brought us this far, but it is our humanity that must now bring us home.” I do not share Yanai and Lercher’s faith in humanity and prefer the original: “‘Tis grace hath brought me safe thus far, and grace will lead me home” (from the hymn “Amazing Grace”). God’s grace is a surer foundation for humanity’s future than a purported society of selfish genes.

Overall, the book is a good introduction to modern genetics from a Dawkins-like perspective. A key message of the book is that many aspects of human biology are controlled by a number of genes acting together, rather than by a single gene. This exposes the lie of popular misconceptions such as our having a “god gene,” a “gay gene,” or an “alcoholism gene.” Yanai and Lercher see their book as Darwin saw his On the Origin of Species, as “one long argument” (p. 258).

In the tradition of one long argument, they conclude that “this book exhibits the explanatory power that comes from viewing the genetic makeup of a species as a society of genes” (p. 258). I would dispute that conclusion, not only because their argument does not seem to be sustained chapter by chapter, but also because I find the metaphor itself to be questionable.

Nevertheless, this is a generally readable book, giving an updated view of developments in genetics since Dawkins wrote his popularizing book on the same topic. The book’s major limitation is its gene-centric view of genetics. Other perspectives exist, such as the systems biology approach of Denis Noble (a colleague of Dawkins at Oxford), as exemplified in his book The Music of Life: Biology beyond Genes. Likewise, Jablonka & Lamb’s book Evolution in Four Dimensions: Genetic, Epigenetic, Behavioral and Symbolic Variation in the History of Life provides a broader perspective. That Yanai and Lercher do not go beyond their gene-centric view might be due to a space constraint, but it might also be due to the constraint of their choice of metaphor.

Reviewed by Meric Srokosz, National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, UK SO16 3GG.

MATHEMATICS


Challenged by Kuyper’s declaration that faith affects all of life, Poythress begins his book with a keen interest in exploring how faith applies to mathematics. There are other books on the subject, but in this short book, Vern Poythress adds his own view to the mix. He introduces some of the theological and philosophical work of the Reformed theologian John M. Frame, for example, The Doctrine of the Knowledge of God, and he acknowledges the influence of the Reformed philosopher Dirk Vollenhoven. He challenges the notion that mathematics is merely secular; instead, to cite one argument, arithmetic laws are “in essence personal” and imply a lawgiver. Poythress observes that the rules and order of mathematics demonstrate the biblical principle that God upholds the world. He attributes mathematics to God’s law, a divine command, for the universe. Poythress tries to develop a philosophical position that steers away from both Christian Platonism and Christian empiricism.

While available in hardcover, Redeeming Mathematics is one of 20 free ebooks that Poythress has written. The list includes Chance and the Sovereignty of God, Logic, Redeeming Science, Redeeming Sociology, and Symphonic Theology. Many of his books share a variation of the subtitle “A God-Centered Approach” with the book under review. In this mathematics edition, Poythress leans heavily on his other work, such as Redeeming Science. In fact, some paragraphs are borrowed verbatim, and some of these words also appeared in his 2003 article “Why Scientists Must Believe in God: Divine Attributes of Scientific Law.” In other places he encourages the reader to consult his other works to get the full details of his argument. In the end, I would have preferred that the book
were self-contained and did not lean so much on his other works. His brief supplemental chapter on other resources could have been more robust and included, for example, brief commentary on the edited books by Bradley and Howell, *Mathematics in a Postmodern Age: A Christian Perspective* and *Mathematics through the Eyes of Faith*, or Byl’s *The Divine Challenge: On Matter, Mind, Math and Meaning*, which are listed in the bibliography.

This book is not specifically written as an apologetic argument; rather, it is meant to help Christians consider Kuyper’s clarion call in the context of mathematics. In a world that views mathematics as purely secular, Poythress aims to recover “a robust doctrine of God’s involvement in daily caring for his world.” Poythress leans heavily on the Reformed Christian apologist Cornelius Van Til, often via the work of John Frame. In particular, he draws on the concept of the Trinity to bolster his ontology of mathematics and he uses Van Til’s analogical approach with an oft-repeated refrain that we are “thinking God’s thoughts after him.”

In chapter 1, Poythress ties arithmetic statements such as 2 + 2 = 4 to some attributes of God, such as being immutable, omnipresent, and omnipotent. He develops the idea that arithmetical rules are part of the Law of God for creation, part of God’s Word. He then describes the personal character of Law, the goodness of Law, the beauty of Law, the righteousness of Law, and the Trinitarian nature of Law, declaring that arithmetic participates in all these attributes. Through these, Poythress recognizes a nonsecular approach to mathematics. He observes that “people working with mathematics rely on God’s Word in order to carry out their work” and exposes the nonbiblical notion that God acts in creation, but only in supernatural ways via miracles. After all, as noted in Psalm 104, God “causes the grass to grow.” Poythress notes that laws reflect God’s character, but in my mind, he takes the analogy too far. Instead of simply saying that mathematics captures part of God’s regular working in the world, he equates the laws directly with part of his character.

In chapter 2, Poythress briefly addresses the philosophical problem of the one and the many, tying it to one’s understanding of mathematics. He uses the concept of the Trinity to make sense of the unity and diversity of the created world, describing how the expression of unity and diversity in number concepts reflects God’s character.

In chapter 3, he describes the limitations of a materialist worldview to answer the philosophical problem of the one and the many. He argues that materialism does not adequately explain the origins of mathematics. In chapter 4, Poythress reflects on the nature of numbers. He attributes mathematical equations to God’s speech, associating them with the divine characteristics of omnipresence, eternaly, and omnipotence. In this chapter, he develops an analogical tie to the Trinity using Frame’s three perspectives: normative, situational, and existential. He develops these perspectives to further connect arithmetic with God’s character.

In chapter 5, Poythress describes Frame’s square diagram for understanding transcendence and immanence in Christian perspective. He connects the square to different interpretations of arithmetic statements such as 2 + 2 = 4. In chapter 6, Poythress covers the concepts of necessity and contingency with respect to God and mathematics, elaborating on the relevance of Frame’s square for transcendence and immanence. He notes that numbers exist eternally, “not as Platonic abstractions, but as an aspect of God’s knowledge.” In a later chapter, he argues, based on the character of God, that numbers could be no different in any alternate universe.

In chapters 7–10, Poythress explores addition, the idea of succession, and multiplication. He develops curious links to the Tabernacle, the Trinity, and breeding animals. For example, Poythress argues that since God uses numbers to describe proportions for the earthly temple, this illustrates that numbers derive from God, instead of allowing for the fact that God may be communicating a broader principle using human-accessible terms. In chapters 11 and 12, he links symmetries and sets to the character of God. In chapters 13–16, Poythress links fractions, irrationals, and imaginary numbers to God via his three perspectives. In chapters 17–19, he touches on infinity, geometry, and higher mathematics before ending with a very brief conclusion. In the appendices, Poythress helpfully describes other philosophies of mathematics as well as other Christian approaches to the philosophy of mathematics. He describes Christian Platonism as well as a Christianized empiricism, giving critiques from his perspective.

There are a few places where Poythress could have taken more care in his writing. Some chapters start with stunted introductory paragraphs that deserve to be developed. He makes a speculative conjecture about the etymological roots of the word “irrational,” tying it to later decimal representations instead of to the ambiguity of the Greek word for ratio within the context of the Greek worldview. He incorrectly states that imaginary numbers were introduced historically to be solutions to equations, rather than a means to a real solution. When reflecting on unexpected
applications of imaginary numbers, he provides the unsatisfactory statements that “God in his wisdom made it so,” and that such numbers “are known by God,” making them “real.” Finally, on occasion in an argument, he has inserted the word “clearly” unnecessarily. For example, he brushes off a common inference as “clearly invalid” (p. 20); the adverb is either redundant or dismissive.

But these issues are minor and perhaps picky concerns. The bigger concern is with the overall argument itself. While I appreciate his anti-reductionist approach, allowing for the complexity and diversity of the created world, I do not find the analogical approach particularly convincing. In my opinion, it is applied too literally. And his oft-repeated refrain of thinking God’s thoughts muddles the distinction between God’s character and the specific way God upholds the creation, not to mention the particular ways that humans observe God’s handiwork. In the end, despite his intention, I find it hard to distinguish his position significantly from a Christianized Platonist approach. Nevertheless, Poythress provides food for thought for those exploring the relationship of faith and mathematics.

Reviewed by Kevin N. Vander Meulen, Professor of Mathematics, Redeemer University College, Ancaster, ON L9K 1J4.


If you are looking for a dispassionate analysis of ethical issues in the use of big data, this book is not it. “Weapons of math destruction” (WMDs) are algorithms whose analyses of human data are used to make decisions that affect people’s lives in nefarious ways. O’Neil’s last chapter opens with the words, “As you know by now, I am outraged by all sorts of WMDs.” So why does O’Neil call some algorithms weapons of math destruction? And why is she so outraged by them?

Here is one of her examples. In 2009, Michelle Rhee was chancellor of Washington, DC’s public schools. She was appointed by a new mayor, Adrian Fenty, who wanted to improve the quality of DC’s schools. His plan was straightforward: “Evaluate the teachers. Get rid of the worst ones, and place the best ones where they can do the most good.” Rhee implemented a teacher assessment tool called IMPACT developed by a consultancy, Mathematics Policy Research, based in Princeton, NJ. It was a value-added model, measuring the educational progress of students and calculating how much of that could be attributed to the teacher. In 2011, based on its results, 206 teachers were fired, an action which O’Neil regards as unjust. The algorithm was very complex—it took into account not only test scores but other factors as well, such as the presence or absence of learning disabilities and socio-economic background—but the algorithm was not available for review or critique. There were neither independent means to assess the accuracy or effectiveness of the tool nor any means of feedback by which it could be improved. The resulting assessment was based on a small sample, only the 25 or so students in a teacher’s class. And it was vulnerable to cheating. In the case of one fifth grade teacher who was fired, subsequent review of her students’ fourth grade assessment tests suggested that they might have been altered to make the fourth grade teachers look better.

So what makes algorithms WMDs? O’Neil focuses on several characteristics: they define their own reality and use it to justify their results; the underlying models are often opaque or even invisible to those affected by them; they tend to punish the poor; they may use sloppy statistics and biased models that create their own feedback loops; and they are unfair in that they may damage or destroy lives.

Here are two more examples: (1) Crime prediction software such as PredPol and CompStat, and (2) E-scores. These programs illustrate the feedback loop issue: more patrolling in a neighborhood creates more data fingerling that neighborhood. They also illustrate the uneven treatment of the poor, as much of the data is for “nuisance crimes” included as relevant because of a purported link between antisocial behavior and crime; yet, the data exclude “white collar” crimes. Thus, the assessments contribute to a system of discrimination against the poor. In the second example, E-scores are scores rapidly computed online to evaluate potential customers. They take into account information such as web browsing history, purchasing patterns, and location of the visitor’s computer. Thus, for instance, at call centers e-scores are used to identify potentially more profitable prospects and funnel them to a human operator. But again there is a nasty feedback loop: people from poor neighborhoods get lower scores, and hence less personal attention, less credit, and higher interest rates. Predatory advertising is also generated through these scores.

Some further examples O’Neil addresses include recidivism models, risk models such as those used by hedge funds, the US News college rankings, personality tests sometimes in job application processes, automated resume reviews, use of behavioral data
in advertising, the algorithms used by Facebook to decide who gets to see one’s posts, and more. She writes, “I am worried about the separation between technical models and real people, and about the moral repercussions of that separation (p. 48).” Hence, she identifies several sources of the problems that turn algorithms into WMDs. Models may encode human prejudice, misunderstanding, and bias into the software systems. Oftentimes, problems arise from the choice of goals, for example, desire for profit may far outweigh fairness. Many use proxies that are poor substitutes for the data one really wants but cannot measure directly. Opacity is often defended as “intellectual property.” Software often does not get feedback on its performance.

O’Neil never plays the role of the neutral observer of algorithms for analyzing big data sets. Her passion for her message is explicit on every page (which for me, made reading her book somewhat exhausting). She does not pay much attention to the benefits these algorithms can provide. To her credit, however, she goes beyond analyzing the problems to propose and discuss solutions, including the use of some type of Hippocratic Oath for modelers, reevaluating metrics of success, identifying and eliminating unfair systems, incorporating positive feedback loops into models, requiring the auditing of algorithms, adapting and enforcing current laws, and requiring that models that have a significant impact on people’s lives (e.g., those that assess credit ratings and e-scores) be open to the public and available.

The book is a must-read, I believe, for statisticians, operations researchers, managers of information systems, and anyone studying these fields. Relevant chapters should also be read by people working in or studying human resources, finance, educational assessment, criminal justice, and insurance. The book will also appeal to anyone interested in the impact of technology on culture.

Reviewed by James Bradley, Professor of Mathematics Emeritus, Calvin College, Grand Rapids, MI 49546.

ORIGINS


This is an anti-evolutionary book that stands basically within the tradition of the modern intelligent design movement (e.g., Stephen Meyer, Discovery Institute). In particular, Wayne D. Rossiter attempts to argue that theistic evolution is not only scientifically vacuous, but more seriously it falls far short theologically. From his perspective, “there is no distinguishable difference between theistic evolutionism and atheism when it comes to our physical reality. Neither includes a God that is in any way detectable in his creation” (p. 25, my italics).

The notion of so-called “divine detectability” is a long-standing theme of the ID movement. To be more precise, Rossiter and ID theorists confidently proclaim that there are places in nature where God has miraculously intervened during the past. Rossiter openly states that he views God “as an active participant in his creation” and “an evidenced player in the workings of the universe” (p. 17). In appealing to scripture, Rossiter asserts, “In the Bible, God is clearly in the business of doing things that we would see in terms of manipulating physical laws and material quantities” (p. 115).

Of course, Rossiter’s approach is another God-of-the-gaps view of divine action, and the history of science has repeatedly shown the failure of such attempts. The purported gaps in nature are, in fact, gaps in the scientific knowledge of those defending these anti-scientific and anti-evolutionary views of nature.

In his criticism of theistic evolution, Rossiter attempts to gather scientific arguments against biological evolution, but it is quite obvious that the foundation of his God-of-the-gaps thesis rests firmly on a concordist hermeneutic, not science. For example, he argues,

The word “kind” appears twelve times in the Genesis 1 account (NIV), and the phrase, “according to their kind”—plural—occurs eight times. Old Testament Jewish authors used such repetition for emphasis of important ideas. It was clearly important to indicate God directly made numerous kinds, and not just one. (p. 50, my italics)

However, Rossiter completely fails to appreciate that the category of “kinds” in Genesis 1 is an ancient taxonomical notion reflecting the common belief that living organisms were immutable and created de novo. To be more specific, this notion is rooted in an ancient phenomenological perspective. Evidence that Rossiter is completely unaware of the ancient scientific context of scripture appears when he states, “There is nothing in the Bible that teaches that we must see the Earth as the spatial center of creation, nor that the universe should be smaller than it is” (p. 59). It is well established within evangelical biblical scholarship that scripture features a three-tier universe (e.g., John Walton, Paul Seely, Peter Enns, Kenton Sparks, Kyle Greenwood). Christian astronomers today never appeal to this ancient cosmology in their daily work, nor should Christian biologists,
such as Rossiter (he is a parasitologist), employ the ancient biology in the Bible to understand the origin of life.

To employ a term used by Rossiter, there are some statements in his book that are “patently false” (p. 17). He asserts in one place, “theistic evolutionists get their pantheism honest” (p. 20); and in another, “the basic view of theistic evolution is that of process theism” (p. 69). It is evident that Rossiter is completely unaware of the distinction between pantheism and panentheism.

In another patently false assertion, Rossiter asks, “What exactly does Jesus do in the theology of theistic evolution? Other than the satisfaction of knowing that the universe is created, their worldview seems to offer nothing different than that of secular atheism” (p. 85). Would Christian evolutionists of the American Scientific Affiliation or the BioLogos Foundation see their views as nothing but a form of secular atheism?

This is a deeply flawed book at many levels. But its greatest problem is that it conflates evolutionists of a wide range of theological/philosophical views into one category— theistic evolution. In this way, it collapses into one undifferentiated smudge conservative evangelical Christians (Francis Collins) with panentheists (John Haught), liberal Christians (Karl Giberson), and naturalists (Howard Van Till). I suspect that most evangelical Christians who accept evolution would be troubled (and maybe even insulted) with this conflation, as I was.

I do not recommend this book.

Reviewed by Denis O. Lamoureux, Associate Professor of Science & Religion, St. Joseph’s College, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB T6G 1H7.

**Book Reviews**


What does it mean to say that human beings are created in God’s image? This question has fascinated and puzzled biblical commentators and theologians for centuries. It has been of interest recently in pop culture as well, for instance, as one of the running themes of Darren Aronofsky’s 2014 film Noah. The film juxtaposes two contested interpretations of the image of God, contrasting Noah’s family on the one hand, whom God had charged with caring for the earth and its inhabitants, with the villainous Tubal-cain on the other, who believes that bearing God’s image entitles him to seize, dominate, consume, and control.

Aronofsky’s film vividly portrays the problem that John F. Kilner, Forman Chair of Christian Ethics and Theology at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, seeks to address in his important new book, *Dignity and Destiny: Humanity in the Image of God*. Specifically, Kilner addresses the issue that has plagued numerous interpreters of the *imago Dei* through the ages: “Rather than people being in the image of God, God is remade in the image of people” (p. 50). This happens when interpreters define the image in terms of attributes that people presently possess. The reasoning seems natural to many: we humans are uniquely made in God’s image, so we can unpack that image by looking at attributes uniquely characterizing human beings, and even come to a better understanding of God in the process. But this, says Kilner, reverses what the biblical authors understand the image to be and how they employ it throughout scripture.

The book is divided into three major parts. Part I addresses “The Human and Divine Context” and sets the stage by discussing the importance of the image of God, why interpreting it correctly is so crucial (and incorrectly so harmful), and the basic meaning of the term in the Bible. Part II is entitled “Human Dignity” and explores the image of God in light of its connection to the inalienable, God-given dignity that all human beings have by God’s decree. Part III, “Human Destiny,” explores the renewal and consummation of the image of God in human beings, through their union with and transformation in Christ, who is the definitive and ultimate Image of God.

The book is comprehensive in gathering the scriptural and historical texts that directly reference the image of God. Four major themes are prominent. First, Kilner exposes the tendency of interpreters to view the image of God in terms of how people are presently like God, especially in terms of human attributes. (This charge is repeated many times, to the point of being repetitive.) At best, interpreters with this tendency are well intended but still misconstrue the biblical data while pursuing their own theological aims. At worst, this tendency leads to abuses of image language with horrific consequences, in support of discrimination (of the disabled, the mentally impaired, women, etc.), racism, colonialism, slavery, and genocide (see pp. 18–37). Such abuses ensue when interpreters first equate the image of God with certain human attributes, and then notice that these are diminished or absent in some people, leading to...
the conclusion that the latter are not in God’s image, or are so to a lesser degree than others, and thus are less worthy of dignity and rights.

Second, Kilner points out that the true, definitive, and ultimate image of God is Jesus Christ alone. Christ IS the image of God in terms of being an exact image-imprint of God. Humans, similarly but not exactly, are created “in” or “according to” the image of God, which is to say that they are created from the mold of the prototype (so to speak), Jesus Christ. Creation in the image of Christ implies both a status (due to a special connection with God) and a goal for humanity: “Christ’s connection with God is one essential aspect of what it means for Christ to be God’s image. Yet Christ’s reflection of God demonstrates what God intends for humanity to be as well” (p. 72). Christ is the prototype (p. 80) and the standard (pp. 143, 145); he is the second Adam (p. 74), being both the exact imprint of God and yet also (according to Phil. 2:6–8) formed in the likeness of human beings (pp. 69–73). Since Jesus Christ is the image of God, Kilner stresses that it is improper to say that the image of God is ever lost, diminished, damaged, or destroyed. I return to and reflect critically on this point below.

Third, Kilner everywhere unpacks the basic meaning of the image of God in terms of a twofold definition: the image refers to (a) a special connection with God (a given status) that entails human dignity and (b) an intended reflection (a destiny or goal, intended, not necessarily actualized presently) that human beings are to be and become like Christ. As Kilner puts it, “It [the image] assures human dignity and sets the stage for human destiny” (p. 229). Kilner gives priority and prominence in the book to the first part of the definition (a). He likens the image to the doctrine of justification; as the latter concerns an objective reality (God’s declaration that we are in the right), so the image of God is located objectively and, in a sense, simply declared and given. I wonder, however, if this is truly an apt analogy? Justification captures the first aspect of the image well (connection, status), but it fails to do justice to the second aspect (reflection, goal, task). Perhaps “salvation,” more broadly conceived, provides a better analogy. Salvation has both objective and subjective components; it concerns both a given status (justification) and a call to participate by the Spirit in pursuing a goal or destiny (transformation into the image of Christ).

Fourth, the image of God is not lost or damaged in any way due to human sin and rebellion. Kilner makes this strong claim in a number of places in the book (e.g., pp. 93, 139, 141–42, 216). While it is true to say that people become corrupted, distorted, damaged, diminished, and lost because of sin, Kilner argues that such cannot be said of God’s image. Having surveyed all of the biblical texts that employ image-of-God language, he points out that the Bible never attributes distortion or diminishment to God’s image, though it does attribute such to human persons. Rather, sin covers much of the evidence that human beings are made in God’s image; it does not destroy that basic connection of all human beings to God.

Kilner’s book exhibits several strengths. It offers a fresh exposition of the relevant biblical passages, in conversation with both contemporary biblical scholarship and with commentators and theologians of the past. It puts forth what I judge to be an important corrective to abuses of the term: insofar as the image of God refers to a connection with God and a status of having a God-given, inalienable dignity, we should avoid saying that God’s image is ever lost, damaged, or destroyed. On the other hand, I think there needs to be an acknowledgment that insofar as the image refers to a calling and a destiny to be like God, with respect to our character and our vocation as God’s representatives and stewards, the conclusion that the image of God can be diminished, and often is, remains sound.

Another strength is the recognition of development and destiny implied by the image of God. Our intended destiny as human beings involves much more than just a return to Eden. Something new, always intended by God, is taking place. The Incarnation, therefore, was not a secondary plan or new initiative on God’s part in response to human sin, but necessary to the fulfillment of God’s plan all along (with or without the Fall). This theme is relevant to contemporary scientific discussions about the nature, origins, and destiny of human beings and thus should be of great interest to readers of PSCF (the question of the historicity of Adam is never addressed, but it seems to be assumed by the author). Finally, the author’s insistence that the image of God refers to human beings in their entirety (and not just to certain isolatable attributes) is important and can provide balance to lop-sided approaches to defining the image.

Some shortcomings of the book need to be mentioned as well. First, while the author cites many past and present theologians in the footnotes, there is little to no actual engagement with those theologians in the body of the text, no attempt to take the broader contexts of their writings into account (in terms of both historical context and the development of their arguments). This sometimes gives the book a “biblicist” feel. Eminent theologians through the
Kilner acknowledges that humans fail to reflect God’s likeness but largely avoids the logical implication of this—that the image is thereby diminished in some sense—by conflating the two senses of image (as connection and/or reflection) and then arguing by equivocation.

Another way that Kilner attempts to make the claim that the image is never damaged is by pointing out that, properly speaking, Jesus Christ alone is God’s image. While true in itself, Kilner draws from this observation a conclusion that does not follow. Yes, Jesus is God’s image par excellence (Col. 1:15); it is precisely because of this that we are supposed to imitate Christ and grow into his likeness through our participation with/by the Spirit. We fail to do that, sometimes drastically so (e.g., think of Hitler and Stalin). How then can it be the case that the image remains uncorrupted in human beings, as Kilner claims? He evades this logical consequence by insisting that Jesus himself is the Image and Jesus is never corrupted (of course, all agree on this), but this again equivocates two senses of the image of God. Moreover, it makes his doctrine of the image of God seem almost Platonic, the Image operating like one of the forms: we are made according to the Image, in some vague sense we shadow it, and we are moving toward reflecting it fully (when we are glorified). But the Image itself [Christ] never changes; it remains totally Other. “People are in God’s image—God’s image is not in people” (p. 150).

Finally, Kilner nowhere defines what a human being is. Perhaps he thinks the answer is obvious and so a definition is unnecessary. But it seems to me that defining what it is to be human is at least as important as defining the imago Dei. One could theoretically agree with the author that the image of God is never damaged or diminished in humans but then still regard certain individuals, or whole groups of people, to be subhuman and thus exempt from image of God status (intact or not). To cite one of several examples, Kilner suggests that victims of the Nazi holocaust suffered the consequences of a distorted interpretation of the image of God (p. 311). While there may be a correlation at play here, Kilner overstates the causal connection and drastically oversimplifies the problem. At issue was not the definition of the image of God as such, but the failure to regard certain people (Jews, Gypsies, homosexuals, etc.) as fully human and thus entitled to imago Dei status.

Despite its shortcomings, Kilner’s Dignity and Destiny is an important recent study of what it means to be created in/according to God’s image. Widely refer-
Franklin writes that evangelical ecclesiological imagination must expand and deepen. That is true not only for evangelical theologians but for all of us in different regions of the worldwide church. Our thinking about the church has been too small. What is the best strategy to expand and deepen our ecclesial imagination? Franklin gives it an injection of Bonhoeffer and others. Is that sufficient? I do not think so. What is missing is a broader ecumenical perspective that takes seriously more of the Eastern Orthodox, Roman Catholic, and Anglican theological traditions whose strong suit is and has always been ecclesiology. Granted, Pannenberg and Moltmann are both ecumenical theologians who have invested a lot of thought in doing just that. Pannenberg especially has been at the forefront of ecumenical dialogue, a leader in Faith and Order and a member of the Catholic-Lutheran Dialogue, both of which rank ecclesiology as a topic of highest importance.

Franklin’s book on the nature of being human and its relation to the nature and mission of the church is a worthy gift to the ecumenical quest for a deeper and broader ecclesiology whose goal is to restore unity to a badly divided Christian world. To give one example, Franklin strongly emphasizes that the worldwide apostolic mission of the gospel of Jesus Christ is part of the essence of the church, a theme not always front and center in the majority of books on ecclesiology that are preoccupied with institutional questions of order. Readers would do well to receive with gratitude the insights Franklin’s book offers their own search for a richer understanding of the church.

Reviewed by Carl E. Braaten, Professor Emeritus of Systematic Theology of the Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago and Founder of the Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology.

**BEING HUMAN, BEING CHURCH: The Significance of Theological Anthropology for Ecclesiology**


The theme of this book is that a theologically adequate doctrine of the church presupposes an equally adequate doctrine of the human person. The meaning of being human has a decisive bearing on the meaning of being church. This insight alone makes an important contribution to the contemporary discussion about the nature and mission of the church, no matter which part of the ecumenical mansion happens to be one’s home. Patrick Franklin’s aim is to develop a holistic view of the human person that is theologically more satisfying than all the competing models he describes.

To develop an adequate theological anthropology the author draws heavily from the works of contemporary theologians who have contributed to a renewal of the doctrine of the Trinity, most notably Wolfhart Pannenberg, Jürgen Moltmann, John D. Zizioulas, Colin Gunton, Miroslav Volf, and Catherine LaCugna. Surprisingly absent from this list is the name of Robert W. Jenson, American Lutheran theologian, who has written more extensively and creatively on the Trinity than most of the others.

Franklin writes from the perspective of an evangelical theologian, affiliated with the Baptist tradition. He agrees with the charge that historically Evangelicalism has lacked a coherent ecclesiology; in this book, Franklin rises to the challenge to demonstrate that Evangelicalism has the resources within its tradition to compensate for this deficit. In doing so, he cites a number of his fellow evangelical theologians who have written books on ecclesiology from a Trinitarian perspective, in particular Stanley Grenz and Miroslav Volf. Both of these have reached considerably beyond Evangelicalism to enrich their thinking about the church. As for the author himself, he cites the works of Dietrich Bonhoeffer more often than any others. Bonhoeffer’s dissertation on the church, *Sanctorum Communio*, which Karl Barth called a “theological miracle,” is accorded a place of preeminent significance.

Franklin’s book on the nature of being human and its relation to the nature and mission of the church is a worthy gift to the ecumenical quest for a deeper and broader ecclesiology whose goal is to restore unity to a badly divided Christian world. To give one example, Franklin strongly emphasizes that the worldwide apostolic mission of the gospel of Jesus Christ is part of the essence of the church, a theme not always front and center in the majority of books on ecclesiology that are preoccupied with institutional questions of order. Readers would do well to receive with gratitude the insights Franklin’s book offers their own search for a richer understanding of the church.

Reviewed by Patrick S. Franklin, Associate Professor of Theology and Ethics, Providence Seminary, Otterburne, MB R0A 1G0.

**SCIENCE & BIBLICAL STUDIES**

**SCRIPTURE AND COSMOLOGY: Reading the Bible between the Ancient World and Modern Science**


Kyle Greenwood’s *Scripture and Cosmology* helpfully introduces nonspecialists to biblical cosmology in the context of the ancient world and shows how Christians in the medieval and early modern periods who were committed to biblical authority had to adapt their interpretation of scripture in the light of what they were learning from science. Following a brief introduction (chap. 1, “Scripture in Context”), *Scripture and Cosmology* is organized into three main parts.
In Part 1, “Scripture and Cosmos in Cultural Context,” Greenwood takes the reader on a tour of “Ancient Near Eastern Cosmologies” (chap. 2), exhibiting how Israel’s neighbors thought of the structure and nature of the cosmos. Drawing on a variety of ancient writings, carvings, and drawings to illustrate his analysis, Greenwood shows that the cosmos was consistently pictured on the model of a building. In particular, he sketches the common idea of the cosmos as tripartite, consisting of the heavens (above), the earth (as a flat land mass), and the sea (beneath and around the earth, usually thought of as a single cosmic ocean or deep).

In “Cosmology in Scripture” (chap. 3), Greenwood goes on to demonstrate how the same basic ideas show up in the Old Testament. Using a variety of biblical texts, Greenwood shows that the writers of scripture thought of the heavens as either a solid, dome-shaped structure overhead (the “firmament”) or a taut tent that God stretched out (tents were more stable structures in the ancient world than we usually imagine). In either case, the heavens functioned as the roof of the world, serving to hold back the upper cosmic waters. The heavenly bodies—sun, moon, and stars—were fixed in the firmament and below it were birds and clouds, while God’s throne was typically located above or upon the firmament. Greenwood thus distinguishes the “upper heavens,” the realm of God and angels, from the “lower heavens,” which included ordinary celestial phenomena, with the firmament in between. The heavens were supported by the distant mountains at the extremities of the earth, the roots of which went down into the subterranean waters; thus, the mountains also functioned as the foundations or pillars of the earth, which explained why it did not sink into the waters.

In chapter 4, “Cosmology and Cosmogony in Scripture,” Greenwood endeavors to illustrate the pervasiveness of this understanding of the cosmos by drawing together a variety of creation texts from the Old Testament. His lucid analysis of the different creation accounts in Genesis 1 and 2 is especially helpful for anyone new to biblical studies, but his choice of other texts did not always seem intuitive (I could think of better ones), and the extreme brevity of his comments in some cases made me doubt the value of parts of this chapter. Yet Greenwood makes the important point that Genesis 1 is the only Old Testament creation account in which the idea of creation over six days is mentioned. And he wryly notes that while the Genesis flood is, indeed, worldwide (covering the known world), it is not technically “global,” since the earth was not considered a globe. While there is little new in Part 1 for biblical scholars (this is all widely agreed on), Greenwood goes on in Part 2, “Cosmology and Scripture in Historical Context,” to narrate post-biblical changes in the accepted cosmology of Western culture, beginning with the shift from the ancient Near Eastern conception of a flat earth to the spherical earth introduced by the Greeks. In chapter 5, “Scripture and Aristotelian Cosmology,” we find a helpful sketch of the contributions of Aristotle and Ptolemy to the development of the idea of a spherical earth at the center of the cosmos, around which revolved seven concentric spheres (seven heavens), in which the sun, moon, and five planets were embedded, with God’s throne/dwelling beyond that. This new cosmology, which greatly expanded the imagined size of the cosmos, also included the Platonic idea of a corruptible sublunar realm, with everything beyond the moon being incorruptible (the circular motion of the sun, moon, and planets was thought to embody perfection).

Once this new cosmology became dominant in the church, it required some reinterpretation to harmonize it with the biblical world picture. In a fascinating account of how Augustine, Aquinas, Calvin, and Luther among others struggled to adapt the biblical picture to the new cosmology, Greenwood discusses the reinterpretation necessary for the “firmament,” the waters above the firmament, the ends or corners of the earth, the “foundations” of the earth, and the nature of the underworld (Sheol/Hades)—to name just some of the ideas found in the Bible. Two examples of reinterpretation will suffice. Since the firmament could no longer be the dome in which the sun, moon, planets, and stars were embedded (they were not equidistant from the earth according to the new cosmology), it was now interpreted as the boundary of the seventh heaven, beyond which was the realm of God. The idea of a spherical earth resting on “foundations” was transformed into a metaphor for affirming that God kept the earth stable, without imagining literal pillars going down into the deep.

In chapter 6, “Scripture and Copernican Cosmology,” Greenwood discusses the contributions of Copernicus, Galileo, and Kepler, whose work led to the heliocentric conception of the cosmos. In the remainder of the chapter, Greenwood focuses on the reception of Copernican cosmology by the Roman Catholic church, which was wedded to the Aristotelian view of the cosmos, and on ways in which Galileo, then later Luther and Calvin, tried to address the discrepancies between the Bible and the new cosmology. While the opposition of the Catholic church and Galileo’s trial (then later inquisition)
are well known, it was instructive to read about the responses of the Protestant reformers, who had already worked at reconciling biblical cosmology with the Aristotelian view. Living so close to the rise of heliocentrism, they struggled to affirm the truth of the new cosmology and the teachings of the Bible, for example, how to affirm the nature of the sun and moon as “lights,” given that the moon was not technically its own light source.

In Part 3, “Scripture and Science,” Greenwood first (chap. 7, “Cosmology and the Authority of Scripture”) develops Calvin’s doctrine of divine accommodation to account for the disjunction between biblical cosmology, which utilizes ancient Near Eastern ideas as a vehicle for revealed truth, and our changing cosmology, which utilizes ancient Near Eastern ideas to account for the disjunction between biblical cosmology and the teachings of the Bible, for example, how to affirm the nature of the sun and moon as “lights,” given that the moon was not technically its own light source.

Since Greenwood’s book is so helpful in what it accomplishes, I hesitate to raise criticisms or caveats. But a few are in order. First, Greenwood uses the term “worldview” as equivalent to cosmology, which is confusing and bypasses the immense literature on worldviews that has developed in the past half century. It would have been helpful if he had distinguished the world picture (German: Weltbild) or cosmology that the Bible assumes from its normative worldview (German: Weltanschauung), the distinctive and abiding theological vision that God was revealing precisely through this ancient world picture. The biblical writers were using an ancient cosmology to communicate a normative worldview meant to orient us to the ultimate meaning of this world.

One caveat that should be noted is that the ancient Israelites did not distinguish the upper heavens, the realm of God and the angels (pp. 85–89), from the lower heavens, the realm of birds, clouds, and celestial bodies (pp. 89–94), quite so clearly as Greenwood does (the terminology of “upper” and “lower” heavens is not actually biblical). True, Job 22:14 says that God walks on “the dome of the heavens” and God’s throne is sometimes pictured as resting upon the firmament, which is sapphire/blue in color (Exod. 24:10; Ezek. 1:26). Yet Psalm 104:2–4 envisions God dwelling in the heavenly tent he has spread out, and he is portrayed as clothed in the light of the sun, with the winds and lightning as his servants—thus mixing phenomena from the so-called upper and lower heavens. This mixing is further evident in various biblical texts that identify stars with angels (Job 38:7; Judg. 5:20) and by the use of “the host of heaven” to refer variously to angels (1 Kings 22:19; Ps. 103:20–21), stars (Ps. 33:6; Isa. 40:26), or false gods (2 Kings 17:16; Isa. 24:21). In general, God is simply said to dwell “in” the heavens, which is a symbol for God’s transcendence, since the sky above is generally inaccessible to us; but it is also a symbol of God’s immanence, since God has chosen to dwell within the cosmos he created.

A second caveat would be that while the tripartite cosmos—heaven, earth, sea or underworld—is often in evidence in the Old Testament as Greenwood notes, Jonathan Pennington’s Heaven and Earth in the Gospel of Matthew (Baker Academic, 2009) has decisively shown that this three-fold division is typically a function of a more fundamental bipartite conception of “heaven and earth” with the sea or the underworld as a subcategory of the earth. This is evident in the merism “heaven and earth” (Gen. 1:1 and 2:1), which signifies the entire cosmos. Thus, while Greenwood cites some New Testament texts that assume a tripartite cosmos (Phil. 2:10), others portray the cosmos as clearly bipartite (Matt. 6:10; Col. 1:16, 20; Eph. 1:10).

But perhaps my major substantial criticism would be that Part 2, “Cosmology and Scripture in Historical Context,” ends too early, with the Copernican revolution. Even the chapter on modern cosmology feels unfinished; Greenwood just begins to discuss how Christians at the start of the modern period tried to relate biblical cosmology to the new scientific world picture. Minimally, this chapter needs some analysis of how “heaven” came to be understood as God’s immaterial dimension (the way most Christians think of it today). This modern conception of heaven seems to have been motivated by the new ability to look at the night sky through telescopes; if God was not literally located somewhere “out there” in the cosmos (which made no literal sense), then “where” was he? To solve this conundrum, theologians were able to draw on the classical metaphysical notion of immaterial reality inherited from Neoplatonism, which was applied not just to God, but also to God’s realm (“heaven”), thus generating the quite unbiblical idea that heaven is uncreated.

Also, it would have been extremely helpful if Part 2, “Cosmology and Scripture in Historical Context,” had included a chapter on more-recent scientific
changes to our world picture, such as the Big Bang and a universe of billions of galaxies expanding and accelerating away from each other. Some reflection on how Christians have tried to connect this new cosmology to the Bible would be fascinating.

Finally, there were a number of proofreading or copy editing issues with the book. Thus “more temporary structure” on page 82 should actually be “more permanent structure”; here Greenwood is describing two metaphors that biblical writers used to describe the ceiling of the world: “One appealed to their nomadic past using tent imagery. The other employs the imagery of a more temporary structure.” Then, at the bottom of page 163, “sun” and “earth” are reversed: Copernicus did not shift “the center of movement from the sun to the earth,” but vice versa.

More confusing is that the term “hendiadys,” used twice on page 86. It should be “merism,” although technically a merism is a contrasting pair meant to include everything in between. Here “hendiadys” is used as a comprehensive list of items—five in one case (Ezek. 38:20) and three in the other (Zeph. 1:3).

But these are small details and do not really detract from a most helpful volume.


This is the best book I have read all year, and the best I would expect to read for a long time to come. It is a superbly crafted exploration of the relationship between science and faith (yes, another one of those, but stay with me a bit!) by an author deeply conversant with both topics. He is wise enough to discern the foundations on which both enterprises rest, humble enough to offer his observations without offense, and literate enough to do so in a marvelously well-written text. The book flows smoothly from one difficult topic to another, erudite but not showy, scholarly but not dense, bold but not brash.

Tom McLeish is Professor of Physics and, until recently, Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Research at Durham University in the United Kingdom. His specialty is the molecular theory of complex fluid flow, and stories from his own collaborative research find their way into the text. He is a public intellectual, drawing on his academic reputation to influence policy decisions regarding science. He is a Fellow of esteemed professional organizations, including the Royal Society. And he is also a Christian. He does not explicitly state that in this book, but his ruminations on scripture are not merely theoretical; they are also devotional. He writes of both faith and science as an insider, as one with investment and commitment to the enterprises they represent and the assumptions on which they are founded.

McLeish would have us do away with any notion that theology and science are distinct entities; he wishes to delete the “and” between those two words and substitute “of.” He illustrates and initiates this agenda by proposing his own rudimentary theology of science, rooted in love.

McLeish is a story teller. He arrives eventually, in his penultimate chapter, at this theology of science by way of a series of small narratives, beginning with stories of natural philosophy, the love of wisdom in nature, which was what science was called before that word was invented in the early nineteenth century. The love of wisdom is a trait that both people of faith and people of science share, for example, Robert Brown (for whom Brownian motion is named), the thirteenth-century Bishop of Lincoln, the seventh-century Venerable Bede, and Macrina, the theologian sister of the fourth-century Cappadocian Fathers. These are fascinating and penetrating vignettes surveyed in chapter 2.

In chapter 3 he explores natural wisdom in the Old Testament, particularly in its multiple creation narratives in the Proverbs, Psalms, prophets, and, of course, Genesis. (A reader might be surprised to discover that the Jewish scriptures contain more than one, or even two, treatments of the origins of the natural world.) This culminates with a marvelous exegesis of the oldest and murkiest wisdom literature of the Jewish/Christian scriptures: the Book of Job. McLeish explores the story of Job through the lens of order and chaos in the natural world—how this is interpreted by his friends, by Job himself, and finally by the Lord speaking from a whirlwind. He then moves to the New Testament explorations of the meaning of the natural world, particularly as found in the themes of creation and reconciliation (to which he later returns).

His purpose in this highly informed biblical survey is to illustrate that the enduring questions of natural philosophy are rooted deeply in the pain and passion of human experience, and therefore they do not belong solely to the rationality of modern science. And science itself is not as rational, orderly, or methodical as its champions sometimes insist:
Science runs far deeper, quirkier and at more fully human levels than we would think from stories of relentless discoveries, spectacular phenomena or the cool application of a fixed methodology. We know better than to swallow an inadequate narrative that portrays science as simply replacing an ancient world of myth and superstition with a modern one of fact and comprehensibility. Science, as we have framed it with a broader and older “love of wisdom of natural things,” does indeed call on a growing illumination of nature of experiment and imagination, creating understanding where there was none before and opening up the exploration of new phenomena … But science also emerges from an ancient longing, and from an older narrative of our complex relationship with the natural world. Its primary creative grammar is the question, rather than the answer. Its primary energy is imagination rather than fact. Its primary experience is more typically trial than triumph. (p. 102)

How, then, do science and faith relate? He suggests that there have been three distinct approaches to their relationship, all of which he finds inadequate. The first is to declare them competitors in the search for ultimate explanations about the nature and meaning of the universe. This is the approach favored by the “new atheists” such as Richard Dawkins and also by religious fundamentalists. He finds that in such a “conflict” approach both parties tend to be triumphalist about their own truth claims and both tend to misrepresent the aims and assumptions of the other.

A second approach is to divide faith and science into two entirely different fields of inquiry, and then to call offside when one encroaches on the other’s territory. This is the “non-overlapping magisteria” option of Stephen Jay Gould. McLeish finds this overly limiting on both sides, as science must concern itself with matters of values, for instance, and, as his biblical overview repeatedly acknowledges, faith observes and probes the behaviors of the natural world.

A third approach “attempts reconciliation by comparative methodology, while keeping the objects of enquiry distinct” (p. 169). He specifically acknowledges the work of physicist-priest John Polkinghorne here, who has explicated on numerous occasions the overlapping epistemologies and methods of science and theology. McLeish suggests, though, that this has the effect of “reducing the universal scope of both narratives” (p. 169), and thus diminishes both.

His alternative is to offer his theology of science (he suggests that we would also benefit from a science of theology), and delineates some “common threads” from both narratives, including love, manifested in a mutual commitment to the task of reconciliation. He writes,

Science becomes, with a Christian theology, the grounded outworking of the “ministry of reconciliation” between humankind and the world. Far from being a task that threatens to derail the narrative of salvation, it actually participates within it. Science is the name we now give to the deeply human, profoundly theological task of participating in the mending of our relationship with nature. (p. 209)

McLeish concludes with a chapter on “mending our ways,” intended to offer practical suggestions on how to live out the relationship between science and faith that he offers here. In a brief epilogue he suggests that the New Testament story of conversation between Jesus and a Roman centurion inculcate and elucidate the trust required to honor the respective authority found in each of these two enterprises.

It is doubtful that many scientists would instinctively understand themselves as philosophers of wisdom, as McLeish would have them do, much less agree that reconciliation is a primary object of their work. But what if they did? How could the relationship between humans and the natural world be transformed? And what if Christians were to perceive science as a vital aspect of our very human grappling with the questions generated by both the order and chaos of the material universe? What if we were to understand science as a source of wisdom and not merely as an object of contention? These hopes are addressed repeatedly in this journal on science and the Christian faith. If nothing else, perhaps McLeish has given us an opportunity to occasionally replace the “and” in such discussions with an “in.”

Reviewed by Anthony L. Blair, President and Professor of Leadership and Historical Studies, Evangelical Theological Seminary, Myerstown, PA 17067.


The Truth about Science and Religion: From the Big Bang to Neuroscience is a literary buffet serving a bit of everything related to science and faith. Interested in a bit of cosmology, biology, history, philosophy, with a splash of theology? You have found the book for you. Fraser Fleming, a professor and Head of the Department of Chemistry at Drexel University in Philadelphia, writes in a subtle way about science and religion while treating them equally and respectfully. I waited patiently through the 221 pages for a sentence that began with “The truth about science
and religion is …,” but of course this sentence never came. Instead, Fleming seems to let readers make that conclusion on their own.

The Truth about Science and Religion is based on Fleming’s own personal notes and reflections that have withstood the critiques of colleagues, editors, and students in his classes. I see this book as being of particular interest to those in the latter category. Students, and seekers in general, will benefit from the broad overview and discussion of numerous topics at the intersection of faith and science. In addition, the discussion questions and the reading suggestions at the end of each chapter are excellent inclusions for a reader who may want more. This book is not written for someone who wants an in-depth discussion of science and religion debate that ensued throughout history, beginning with the Egyptians and Babylonians. It is always encouraging to read of the times when the two had, and can continue to have, a mutually beneficial interaction.

Chapter 6 is by far the longest chapter of the book, and tells of the complex relationship between science and religion throughout history, beginning with the Egyptians and Babylonians. It is always encouraging to read of the times when the two had, and can continue to have, a mutually beneficial interaction. The subsequent discussion focuses on the organ which gives us the intelligence to pursue such scientific endeavors, the brain. Fleming subtle nods toward the general theme of his writing: science points out that the “universe seems endowed with a weighed beneficence” (p. 203). Fleming writes in the epilogue that he looks retrospectively at chance events, both throughout evolutionary history and in his own life, and sees God at work. He sees chance as providential. A scientist may look at the remarkable formation of the universe, macromolecules, cells, and higher cognitive beings and see nothing but chance and luck. In contrast, someone looking from both the science and faith perspectives will see God at work in these improbable and somewhat miraculous events.

Throughout The Truth about Science and Faith, Fleming draws interesting parallels between the microscopic and the macroscopic. Firstly, he mentions that humans are perfectly positioned to study both as we are at the approximate mean size between the universe and the atom (pp. 9). Secondly, Fleming states that there are approximately the same number of stars in the Milky Way galaxy as there are cells in the human brain (p. 171). At first glance these parallels are interesting, but at second glance I realized the awe-inspiring nature of those statements. Is it by divine providence that we are at the perfect size to look both outward at the billions of stars in our galaxy and inward to the billions of cells in our brains? What a beautiful creation awaits our scientific study!

Reviewed by Rebecca Dielschneider, Assistant Professor of Biology, Providence University College, Otterburne, MB  R0A 1G0.
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